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Abstract 

This thesis examines the early period of internet journalism in Britain between 1993 and 2001. 

By undertaking a qualitative case study of London based newspaper, the Guardian, the thesis 

explores how newspapers started to consider online journalism as not only a new way of doing 

business, but as a completely new genre of journalism. In 1998, the Guardian was ranked the 

ninth biggest among twelve national daily newspapers in terms of circulation, but by 2001 its 

website was the most popular newspaper website in the country. 

The Guardian’s venture into online journalism began in 1995, when a team of developer known 

as the New Media Lab was tasked to develop a strategy for online publishing. Over the next 

few years, several web projects were launched, with varying level of success before pinnacling 

in a network of websites, Guardian Unlimited in 1999. The increasingly larger focus on the 

internet as both a tool and platform for publishing, which did not unfold without discontent and 

critique from advocates of traditional news making, changed the way the Guardian and other 

newspapers saw their media product and themselves as a company. In a new millennium news 

were coming faster, shorter and in larger number. Newspaper also met new competitors in forms 

of users themselves, who wanted to contribute to journalism to larger extent, and pay for it to 

less. To the Guardian, the new millennium marked the beginning of a conversion into a 

transnational news and media organisation.   
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1. Introduction  

 

“The Internet is rather like teenage sex; everyone is talking about it yet only a few are doing 

it, and those that are doing it are making a real mess of it.”1 

1.1 Subject 

The above quote is taken from a piece published in the Guardian in June 1996. The writer, Ken 

Wiwa, was promoting a new website that was launched that year. It was called Eurosoccer.com 

and was meant to provide online coverage of the 1996 European football championship. The 

quote is also a perfect exemplification of the contemporary perception of the internet within 

news media. In 1993, newspapers, TV-stations and other media actors around the world started 

to move their work into the World Wide Web. The Guardian seriously established itself on the 

web in early 1999. Shortly after, the readers’ editor of the paper, Ian Mayes shared his 

excitement over the load of information accessible on the web, and possibilities of online 

journalism. “All caught in the Net”, the column was titled.2 Over 20 years later, online 

journalism is widely practised, embedded in virtually all news media. In the mid-1990s, 

however, the internet was still a very new phenomenon and its potential hard to foresee or to 

measure. It would take several years before news actors started to publish online like they do 

today. 

In this thesis I analyse this early period of internet journalism and its place in media history. 

The primary objective is to discover when newspapers started to consider online journalism as 

not only a new way of doing business, but as a completely new genre of journalism. I have 

chosen to pursue this objective by doing a study of the Guardian. The Guardian is an interesting 

case. For most its history it was a rather small player among national titles on the British 

newspaper spectrum. In 1998, it was ranked the ninth biggest among twelve national daily 

newspapers in terms of circulation.3 By 2001, Guardian Unlimited was the most popular 

newspaper website in the country. The Guardian is also interesting because it is owned and 

protected by the non-profit-making Scott Trust. Unlike other newspapers, this has put the 

Guardian in a uniquely independent position. The editorial management is almost totally 

 
1 Ken Wiwa, “We're Right on the Ball with Our Site on the Net”, The Guardian, 08.06.1996. 
2 Ian Mayes, “All caught in the Net”, The Guardian, 22.01.1999. 
3 Brian McNair, News and Journalism in the UK, 5th ed. (London: Routledge, 2009), 5. 
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detached from the executive board of the Trust, which has given the editor and staff total control 

of the newspaper brand and its development. Whereas the Guardian of the mid-1990s was a 

primarily English print newspaper, the Guardian today is a transnational, largely digitally 

communicating news organisation, with offices in Australia and the United States in addition 

to the United Kingdom. The current website includes news section for Europe, USA, the 

Americas, Asia, Australia, the Middle East, and Africa. In short, the present thesis sets out to 

explore the beginning of this national newspaper’s journey to becoming a transnational news 

enterprise. With theory and methodology taken into consideration, I work with the following 

guiding research question: How did the Guardian’s first venture into online journalism unfold, 

and what kind of changes was carried with it? 

1.2 Theoretical considerations 

As this thesis deals with journalism, it is able to draw on theoretical impulses from media 

studies. I have chosen to apply a theoretical concept known as ‘media convergence.’ Media 

theorists have provided a range of definitions for this concept and it is not my intent to provide 

a comprehensive overview of the different schools. However, it is fruitful to make available 

some general definitions and explain how media theorists argue the concept began to affect 

newspaper journalism at the turn of the 21st century. Media convergence is a theoretical concept 

used to explain how coinciding developments in different media contribute to removing the 

traditional boundaries between them. From the early 1980s onwards, the concept has mainly 

been applied to the development of digital technology and the integration of images, text and 

sound caused by computing.4 Jean Burgess explains media convergence as “the tendency of 

separate media technologies, cultural forms, and/or social practices to come together to perform 

similar functions and make new hybrid media systems.”5 

According to Terry Flew, media convergence is a direct consequence of the digitisation of 

media content and the popularization of the internet that took place in the second half of the 

1990s.6 It refers primarily to the implications of digital development and explains that digital 

technologies, like the internet, change the way journalism is created and consumed. This has 

impacted news media to an especially large extent, which have changed fundamentally through 

 
4 Asa Briggs and Peter Burke, A Social History of the Media: From Gutenberg to the Internet (Cambridge: Polity 
Press, 2009) 237. 
5 Jean Burgess, “Convergence”, in Keywords for Media Studies, ed. Laurie Ouellette and Jonathan Gray (New 
York: NYU Press, 2017) 47. 
6 Terry Flew, “Media Convergence,” Encyclopædia Britannica, 2017, https://www.britannica.com/topic/media-
convergence. 

https://www.britannica.com/topic/media-convergence
https://www.britannica.com/topic/media-convergence
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digitisation. Gordon argues that already in the late 1970s, leading academics and journalists 

began to realise that technological change would have implications for news media. In 1979, 

Nicholas Negroponte, at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), created a so-called 

convergence model based on three intersecting circles. He argued that because of the ongoing 

technological development of electronics, the broadcast and motion pictures industry, the 

computer industry, and the print and publishing industry would be subject to an almost total 

overlap by the beginning of the 21th century.7  

Ester Appelgren argues that media convergence simply is a description of digitalisation.8 

Following this argument, one could say that when newspapers digitalise, they are undertaking 

media convergence, because “going online” means that it is no longer a newspaper in the 

traditional print definition. Media convergence means that digital technology has increasingly 

eroded the traditional borders between different media. It means that because of digitalisation, 

and most prominently computing and the internet, media like radio, TV and newspapers no 

longer had to choose between audio-, video- or print-based journalism. This has challenged and 

changed most aspects of the media industry. Henry Jenkins claims that many observers in the 

1990s were under the impression that a coming digital revolution was going to push aside old 

media, and “that the internet was going to displace broadcasting, and that all of this would 

enable consumers to more easily access media content that was personally meaningful to 

them.”9 Hence, media convergence refers to both the process that affects the way in which 

contents are produced, and the way in which they are consumed. 

The Infotendencias Group, researchers at the University Miguel Hernàndez de Elche, argues 

that the massive expanded application of the internet from 1995 onwards changed the dynamics 

within and between journalists across the media genres and acted as a “catalyst for initiatives 

that led to greater coordination between people working in different media, which also affected 

editorial activities.”10 Consequently, newspapers, for instance, started considering themselves 

more as multimedia, multiplatform businesses. This was because media convergence gave them 

the ability to perform several functions that were previously handled by other media. This had 

 
7 Ester Appelgren, “Convergence and divergence in media: Different perspectives.” in Building Digital Bridges: 
Linking Cultures, Commerce and Science: Proceedings of the 8th ICCC/IFIP International Conference on 
Electronic Publishing, ed. Sely M. S. Costa Jan Engelen, Ana Cristina S. Moreira (Brasilia: Universidade de 
Brasilia, 2004) 238. 
8 Ibid., 239. 
9 Henry Jenkins, Convergence Culture. Where Old and New Media Collide (New York: New York University 
Press, 2006) 5. 
10 Infotendencias Group, “Media Convergence” in The Handbook of Global Online Journalism, ed. Eugenia 
Siapera and Andreas Veglis (Malden: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012) 22. 
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two main implications. The first was the development of a new genre of journalism, arguably 

the ultimate result of media convergence in journalism: online journalism. In 2001, Mark Deuze 

argued that this was “a breed apart” from traditional genres of print and broadcast journalism, 

defined by a set of unique characteristics unavailable to the rest: hypertextuality, 

multimediality, and interactivity.11 In this thesis, by analysing how the Guardian was affected 

by media convergence, I examine the development and employment of this genre and its 

characteristics.  

The other implication, according to the Infotendencias Group, was the emergence of a new idea 

that had a significant impact on the newspaper industry: The brand of a given newspaper title 

or news organisation was more important than the medium.12 Peter Cole and Tony Harcup have 

made the same discovery. They argue that media convergence has fundamentally changed the 

working practice and strategic language of editors and management who controlled the press 

over the first decade of the 21th century. Cole and Harcup highlight three central 

concepts/terms: brand, trust, and content.13 To large extent, they argue, these words have 

become synonyms for the more traditional terms newspaper, accuracy, and stories, respectively. 

The new terminology influenced how newspaper management, and especially editorial 

management, viewed their own work and defined how they decided to develop their business 

further. In this thesis, I examine these words more closely, and try to trace the contemporary 

newspaper industry’s employment of them in relation to the development of online journalism. 

Finally, media convergence as a term has not been used exclusively by academics. It was in 

fact a particularly hot topic during the 1990s and early 2000s, and was used by all sorts of 

actors, industries and contributors dealing with computing and other contemporary electronic 

technologies to explain how the industry changed. It was discussed in media scholarship, in the 

press reporting about the internet and digital media, and within media editorials and 

management.14 The term was applied to corporate strategies, marketing efforts and storytelling 

techniques in addition to technological development. For people in the media, convergence was 

a buzzword. In this thesis, ‘media convergence’ is considered both a theoretical concept that 

 
11 Mark Deuze, “Online Journalism: Modeling the First Generation of News Media on the World Wibe Web” First 
Monday 6, no. 10 (2001). 
12 Infotendencias Group, “Media Convergence” 22. 
13 Peter Cole and Tony Harcup, Newspaper Journalism (London: Sage, 2009), 102. 
14 Burgess, “Convergence”, 47. 
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explain the different implications of technological development in news media and a part of the 

very history I analyse.  

1.4 Methodology 

This thesis approaches its subject through a qualitative case study. I have based my research 

heavily on three types of primary sources in addition to available secondary literature. The first 

is a variety of archival materials, collected at the Guardian News & Media Archive during a 

week’s visit in September 2019. The sources used in this thesis include memos, reports, minutes 

and research papers relating to the Guardian’s early electronic publishing projects and the 

development of the New Media Lab, the team responsible for producing the newspaper’s first 

websites. They also include a variety of press cuttings of different publications from the period 

within the scope of my research, and materials relating to the production and design of 

Guardian Unlimited, the Guardian’s network of sites launched in 1999. Due to constraints of 

time and funding, the archival materials could not be comprehensively researched. Thus, my 

findings are exploratory rather than conclusive. Moreover, the records I consulted had only 

recently been added to the Guardian News & Media Archive upon my visit.15 I was thus among 

the very first external researchers to consult these records. The primary sources applied in this 

thesis provide a mere glimpse into the decision-making and debate among the Guardian’s staff. 

This has brought challenges to chapter 5 especially, where I discuss to what extent the 

Guardian’s editorial staff and management started to a regard online journalism as a new breed 

of journalism. Nonetheless, I did collect a workable amount of relevant and indeed previously 

unused source materials. Even though they do not dominate the narrative, they add depth to the 

information gathered from other sources and literature. Memos, papers and e-mail 

correspondences dated 1995-96 were copious, and thus I have drawn more extensively on 

archival resources in chapter 3 than in 4 and 5.  

The second kind of primary sources this thesis draws on are autobiographical works relating to 

the Guardian’s history, written at various points in time by individuals associated with the 

Guardian. Geoffrey Taylor’s Changing Faces (1993) and Alan Rusbridger’s Breaking News 

(2018) have been most helpful, but I have also consulted Alastair Hetherington’s Years (1981) 

and David Ayerst’s Guardian (1971). By taking these first-hand accounts and to some extent 

 
15 Guardian News & Media Archive. “From new media to Guardian Unlimited: records of the Guardian’sfFirst 
years online.” The Guardian, 06.11.2019, https://www.theguardian.com/gnm-archive/2019/nov/06/from-new-
media-to-guardian-unlimited-records-of-the-guardians-first-years-online.  

https://www.theguardian.com/gnm-archive/2019/nov/06/from-new-media-to-guardian-unlimited-records-of-the-guardians-first-years-online
https://www.theguardian.com/gnm-archive/2019/nov/06/from-new-media-to-guardian-unlimited-records-of-the-guardians-first-years-online
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partisan narratives with a grain of salt, they still provide most valuable insights into internal 

reflections and decisions which otherwise would be difficult to investigate, especially when it 

comes to Rusbridger’s memoir which is a crucial account for the subject of this thesis.  

Peter Cole and Tony Harcup contend that “arguably most important of all, students of 

journalism should read the newspapers.”16 The third kind of primary sources is thus the 

Guardian itself. This includes contemporary (print) newspaper articles and columns retrieved 

via the Guardian’s digital archive, and screen captures of the Guardian’s website pages over 

the years. The number of websites and products launched by the Guardian during the late 

1990s, such as RecruitNet, Shift Control and Guardian Unlimited, do not longer exist. However, 

thanks to the Wayback Machine internet archive, several screen captures are still available. This 

provides one with the possibility to read extracts from the Guardian’s websites as they were at 

a particular point in time. However, one of the problems working with ‘deceased’ websites is 

that they are not browsable like operational websites. Thus, screen captures of e.g. Guardian 

Unlimited have only at some occasions shown what the homepage did include at a certain point 

of time. There is no way of accessing specific URLs that have not been captured. Despite of 

these limitations, the Wayback Machine is acknowledged, by Murphy, Hashim & O’Connor 

among others, as a “viable research tool.”17 To me, it has been very helpful. 

1.5 State of research  

There has been little academic research on the Guardian’s development in the 1990s. 

Consequently, I rely heavily on primary sources. In terms of historical research on the British 

press in general the following authors are especially noteworthy: Mick Temple has written two 

informative accounts on the long history of British newspapers.18 Brian McNair’s News and 

Journalism in the UK gives a comprehensive introduction to both the historical and recent 

context of British journalism, and the political, economic and regulatory environments of the 

press in the United Kingdom.19 Other key contributors to the field include Peter Cole, Tony 

Harcup, James Curran, Jeremy Black, Michael Baily, and Martin Conboy.20 Cole and Harcup’s 

 
16 Cole and Harcup, Newspaper Journalism, 200. 
17 Jamie Murphy, Noor Hazarina Hashim, and Peter O’Connor, “Take Me Back: Validating the Wayback 
Machine”, Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication 13, no. 1 (2007) 71. 
18 Mick Temple, The Rise and Fall of the British Press (Abingdon, Oxon: Routlegde, 2018); The British Press 
(Maidenhead, Berkshire: Open University Press, 2008). 
19 McNair, News and Journalism in the UK. 
20 Cole and Harcup, Newspaper Journalism; James Curran and Jean Seaton, Power Without Responsibility. Press, 
Broadcasting and the Internet in Britain. (Oxon: Routledge, 2018); Michael Bailey, Narrating Media History 
(Oxon: Routledge, 2009); Martin Conboy, Journalism: A Critical History (London: Sage, 2004). 
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Newspaper Journalism provides important historical and theoretical points on the industry 

before and during the early 21st century. Black’s very recent The English Press gives important 

perspectives on the longs lines of the history of said industry.21 

In terms of the history of digital technology within news business, the works of several media 

researchers have been consulted. These include Barrie Gunter, Pablo J. Boczkowski, Asa Briggs 

and Peter Burke, Stuart Allan, Terry Flew, Xigen Li, Kevin Kawamoto, David Carlson, Rich 

Gordon and Barbie Zelizer.22 Due to the immense development of online media and internet 

technology over the last two decades, an important note to make is that online media and 

technology research that are now 15 years old or more, can to some extent be viewed as primary 

sources more than secondary. This is not necessarily a bad thing, but it is important to keep in 

mind that research has changed perspectives in recent years. Among the most recent pertinent 

research Gabriele Balbi and Paolo Magaudda’s A History of Digital Media, Curran, Fenton and 

Freedman’s Misunderstanding the Internet, and Curran and Seaton’s Power Without 

Responsibility can be mentioned.23 Moreover, I have consulted a range of recent handbooks 

that provide important research on journalism in general, and online journalism in particular.24   

 
21 Jeremy Black, The English Press. A History (London: Bloomsbury, 2019). Check for missing periods. 
22 Barrie Gunter, News and the Net (Mahwah, New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, Inc., 2003); Pablo J. 
Boczkowski, Digitizing the News: Innovation in Online Newspapers (Cambridge, Massachusettes MIT Press, 
2004); Briggs and Burke, A Social History of the Media: From Gutenberg to the Internet; Stuart Allan, Online 
News. Journalism and the Internet (Berkshire: Open University Press, 2006); Terry Flew, New Media: An 
Introduction (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2008); Xigen Li, Internet Newspapers - The Making of a 
Mainstream Medium (New Jersey: Lawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2003); Kevin Kawamoto, Digital Journalism. 
Emerging Media and the Changing Horizons of Journalism (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2003);David 
Carlson, “The History of Online Journalism,” in Digital Journalism: Emerging Media and the Changing Horizons 
of Journalism, ed. Kevin Kawamoto (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc., 2003); Rich Gordon, “The 
Meanings and Implications of Convergence,” in Digital Journalism: Emerging Media and the Changing Horizons 
of Journalism ed. Kevin Kawamoto (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2003); Barbie Zelizer, The Changing Faces 
of Journalism: Tabloidization, Technology and Truthiness (Oxon: Routledge, 2009). 
23 Gabriele Balbi and Paolo Magaudda, A History of Digital Media: An Intermedia and Global Perspective (New 
York: Routledge, 2018); James Curran, Natalie Fenton, and Des Freedman, Misunderstanding the Internet 
(Abingdon, Oxon Routhledge, 2012), 
http://soniapsebastiao.weebly.com/uploads/2/0/3/9/20393123/impresso_ebook__gcc_20132014_curran_fenton_f
reedman-misunderstanding_the_internet-routledge_2012.pdf.; Curran and Seaton, Power Without Responsibility. 
Press, Broadcasting and the Internet in Britain. 
24 Chrisanthi Avgerou et al., The Oxford Handbook of Information and Communication Technologies (Oxford 
Oxford University Press, 2009); Brooke Foucault Welles and Sandra González-Bailón, The Oxford Handbook of 
Networked Communication (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2020); Eugenia Siapera and Andreas Veglis, The 
Handbook of Global Online Journalism (Malden: Wiley-Blackwell, 2012); Stuart Allan, The Routledge 
Companion to News and Journalism (Oxon: Routledge, 2010). 
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1.6 Outline  

In 2001, Mark Deuze marked the period 1993-2001 the “first generation of newsmedia on the 

World Wide Web”.25 This period is also the primary scope of research in this thesis and is 

mirrored in the sequence of its three main chapters. In the background chapter, I place the 

Guardian within the history of the English press, following its course from the paper’s 

foundation in the early 19th century to the late 20th and with a special emphasis on the large-

scale modernisation of the industry since the 1970s. I then briefly examine the development of 

digital technology until the advent of the internet. Subsequently, the analysis of the Guardian’s 

venture into online journalism is divided into three chapters. In chapter 3, I examine a period 

defined by experimentation and tinkering with digital technology, and reconstruct the internal 

debate centring around investment and the emphasis on digital media. In chapter 4, I identify a 

period defined by both success and failures within the new media as well as the Guardian’s 

gradual venture onto the World Wide Web. In chapter 5, I inspect the network of sites known 

as Guardian Unlimited, paying attention to its reception and recognition among contemporary 

observers, audiences and industry peers. In this chapter I also analyse to what extent the 

Guardian’s editorial staff and management started to consider online journalism as a new type 

of news production. Finally, I pay some attention to how the attack on World Trade Center in 

2001 marked the beginning of the Guardian’s transnational reach. Throughout the thesis I draw 

on contemporary and current media theory that helps explain the development of newspaper 

journalism at the turn of the 21st century.  

 
25 Deuze, “Online Journalism: Modeling the First Generation of News Media on the World Wibe Web”. 
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2. Background 

2.1 A brief history of the Guardian, 1819-c.1993 

The newspaper was founded in 1821, as the Manchester Guardian, by John Edward Taylor. 

Taylor, a cotton merchant living in Manchester, was an eager advocate for parliamentary 

reform. In 1819 he witnessed the Peterloo massacre, a clash between political protestors and 

government soldiers that left 18 people dead and nearly 700 injured.26 As a response to the 

massacre, Taylor decided to recount the incident himself in order to ensure that the government 

would not cover up truth.27 Three years later, Taylor’s Manchester Guardian began publishing 

weekly on Saturdays with an aim to give the liberal reformist voice a better outlet. According 

to Rusbridger, Taylor wanted the newspaper to be a public service.28 In a prospectus explaining 

the aims and objectives of the proposed paper, Taylor proclaimed: “The most prominent 

speeches on each side of every important question, will be given as fully as possible, and the 

remainder will be condensed with as much attention to the preservation of the spirit of the 

debate, as the limits of a weekly paper will permit.”29 Jeremy Black argues that the Manchester 

Guardian helped strengthen the impact of political and economic opinion in the northern cities 

of England.30 The ethos of public service has continued to be part of the Guardian’ DNA to the 

present day, as its editorial leadership asserts.31 

From 1855, the paper began to publish daily and in 1872 Charles Prestwich Scott, an in-law of 

Taylor’s, became editor of the paper. Scott held the post for 57 years, and during his editorship, 

the newspaper achieved national and international recognition. Social reform during the late 

19th century created a growing literate population that transformed the British newspaper 

market. An increasing demand for reading materials, and drops of newspaper prices mutually 

reinforcing each other, consequently expanding the market for newspaper consumption.32 

Inevitably, Brian McNair argues, businessmen with capital resources began to see lucrative 

 
26 Robert Poole, Peterloo: The English Uprising (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2019), 1. 
27 Alan Rusbridger, Breaking News: The remaking of journalism and why it matters now (Great Britain: Canongate 
Books, 2018), 16. 
28 Ibid., 15. 
29 John Edward Taylor, “In the Wake of Peterloo: The Manchester Guardian Prospectus”, 1821. The Guardian, 
15.11.2017, https://www.theguardian.com/media/from-the-archive-blog/2017/nov/15/manchester-guardian-
prospectus-1821. 
30 Black, The English Press. A History 
31 Rusbridger, Breaking News, 16. 
32 McNair, News and Journalism in the UK, 87. 

https://www.theguardian.com/media/from-the-archive-blog/2017/nov/15/manchester-guardian-prospectus-1821
https://www.theguardian.com/media/from-the-archive-blog/2017/nov/15/manchester-guardian-prospectus-1821
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possibilities in this market.33 So-called press barons tended to control their empires with iron 

fists, Temple argues, and “their editors did as they were told.”34 Scott’s Manchester Guardian 

was an exception, however, as the paper was owned and protected by the Taylor family, who 

trusted Scott and did not interfere with his editorial freedom.35 Scott cemented a liberal political 

view into the paper, and the founding idea of public service remained at the centre of his 

editorship, even if this meant championing unpopular causes.  

In 1907, following the death of Taylor’s son, Scott bought the company, pledging to uphold 

Taylor’s principles by keeping the newspaper independent.36 In 1921, he published an essay in 

which he reflected on the newspaper’s first centenary. In the essay, Scott laid out those 

principles, emphasising the importance of a free press, and underlining the serious 

responsibility that followed with it. “Comment is free, but facts are sacred […] The voice of 

opponents no less than that of friends has a right to be heard,” he proclaimed in the essay. He 

called for accurate news reporting and fair editorial commentary.37 After C.P. Scott died, the 

family decided to establish a trust and place the paper into its care, ensure that editorial interests 

remained free of commercial pressures. 38 Ever since, the Scott Trust has preserved and 

protected the Guardian, “guaranteeing the editorial integrity and financial independence of the 

paper ‘in perpetuity’”, McNair argues.39 

Over the next decades, the Manchester Guardian faced several financial challenges. The 

newspaper differed from major newspapers produced in London, in that it had fewer pages, 

poorer print quality, and unorthodox news agendas. According to the paper itself, “The 

Guardian’s eccentric virtues often seemed to be outweighed by its peculiar idiosyncrasies: the 

absence of horse racing, high-handed moral posturing and woolly leaders.”40 These issues 

dented the newspaper’s economy. Moreover, the Guardian had troubled shaking off its 

‘regional’ reputation among advertisers. Guardian historian David Ayerst argued that “to 

[advertisers] the Times was to the Guardian as ‘London to Paddington’ simply because 

Manchester was provincial and London national.”41 They had the chance to pay less for 

advertising space in the Guardian. The Guardian had marked itself as comparable to London 
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papers like Times and Daily Telegraph among readers, and was thus expected to provide a 

comparable service. The diverging views of readers and advertisers wounded the Guardian’s 

economy. The Guardian thus relied on its provincial counterpart, Manchester Evening News, 

which was bought by the Scotts in 1924, for financial support. According to Alan Rusbridger, 

the Guardian had “teetered on the borderlines of profit and loss” for most of its existence.42  

In 1956, the Guardian marked itself when it condemned the British government’s actions in 

Suez.43 In 1961, in order to enable swift delivery of the newspaper to southern England, the 

Guardian moved its print production to London. Two years earlier it had discarded 

‘Manchester’ from its name to reflect its claims to be a national newspaper. In 1964, the editor 

and several editorial departments also relocated to the capital, marking a serious effort to 

establish itself among the national press.44 Some parts of the staff stayed in Manchester, 

continuing to print and serve the northern readership. Financial issues continued to threaten the 

paper. In 1966, the economy was under such pressure that the leadership approached its 

competitor, the Times, to discuss the possibility of a merger. The Times was in a similar 

financial situation, and there was an idea that a merger would make them both a stronger 

competitor to the much more successful the Daily Telegraph.45 A central figure in opposing the 

merger was the then editor Alastair Hetherington. In a note to Laurence Scott he expressed that 

“you would destroy the Guardian as it has existed for the past seventy years […]. If you want 

to advocate that course then I am bound to oppose it. Commercially it may be sound. In terms 

of the Guardian’s character and significance in British life, it is wrong.”46 Eventually, as the 

negotiations ended, the Guardian carried on on its own.  

By moving into new offices in 1976 the Guardian managed, according to Taylor, to break the 

“long drought.”47 It evolved a concentration of most of the paper’s production and editorial 

decision-making and the redundancy of staff members. Following the move, the paper initiated 

an expansion project that included a refurbishing of Guardian Weekly, an international edition 

that had been published regularly since 1919, to include stories from both the Washington Post 
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and Le Monde.48 Guardian Weekly was especially popular in the US and together with 

strengthen efforts to build up classified advertisement, it helped consolidate the Guardian’s 

economy. Peter Preston, the Guardian’s editor between 1975 and 1995 was, according to 

Rusbridger, relentless in modernising the paper. By the late 1980s, the paper had “fat, extremely 

profitable print sections (…) carrying hundreds of jobs in media, education and public 

service.”49 

During the 1970s and -80s the British press industry faced a new generation of press barons. 

Rupert Murdoch of Australia was the most successful. In the late 1960s, he had bought both the 

News of the World and the Sun and made them more profitable.50 Rusbridger argues that the 

newspaper market at the time suggested that “quality was in inversive proportion to proven 

popularity.”51 This can be seen by looking at the traditional categorisation of the national British 

newspapers. Guardian, Times, Telegraph and Financial Times are called quality broadsheet 

newspapers. They have been less popular than ‘mid-market’ titles like the Daily Mail and Daily 

Express. On top of circulation tables are ‘red-top’ (named after their red mastheads) tabloid 

newspapers like the Sun and the Daily Mirror.52 In 1981, Murdoch purchased both the Times 

and the Sunday Times, and by 1985 he was in control of 33 percent of the total national 

newspaper circulation.53  

1986 marked the year of the notorious ‘Wapping revolution’. During the 1970s and -80s, 

innovation in computer technology opened possibilities for swifter, cheaper and more efficient 

newspaper production. For several hundred years, London-based newspapers been produced 

and printed manually in Fleet Street.54 Print workers, organised in trade unions, enjoyed great 

power during the decades after the Second World War. From the 1960s, print workers regularly 

opposed the introduction of new technology and were increasingly prepared to call a strike.55 

Such disputes resulted, for instance, in a 11 month suspension of the Times and Sunday Times 

in 1978-9.56 However, in January 1986, News International, Murdoch’s media company, 

secretly moved its production to a purpose-built printing plant in Wapping in east London. The 

plant was equipped with computer systems that would enable the company to dispense with 
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thousands of print workers.57 The dispute between Murdoch and the trade unions, and the 

picketing between print workers and police that followed is now generally seen as a pivotal 

moment in the history of the British press. According to Tony Harcup, the majority of English 

journalists supported Murdoch’s revolutionary move, realising that they, and not the printers, 

would henceforth be in control of production.58 The move marked the end of the power of print 

trade unions and the beginning of an automated, corporate age of British newspaper industry. 

New technologies for newspaper production did not only simply the production and printing 

itself, but made it cheaper, more flexible and profitable.59 Other newspapers quickly followed 

Murdoch modernising strategy and by 1989, no newspaper longer printed in Fleet Street.60 The 

Guardian installed its first modern presses on the Isle of Dogs in 1987.61 

Because of this technological revolution, the Guardian also met an new challenge by the launch 

of the Independent, a newspaper which captured the centre ground between the Guardian on 

the left and the Times and Telegraph on the right. The Independent was among ten new national 

newspapers that was founded after Wapping. Unlike old, established newspapers that had to go 

through a transformation the Independent applied new technology from the start to reduce costs 

and provide a modern graphical look. Its circulation quickly rose to the levels of both the Times 

and the Guardian.62 This fuelled defensive activity to retain readers into the quality broadsheet 

newspaper market.63 As a response the initially success of the Independent, the Guardian began 

developing new technology within the editorial. Taylor notes that then editor Peter Preston 

spent months negotiating with his journalist staff’s union representatives about introducing 

same the new technology as the Independent had proved success with: “The Guardian’s 

editorial department, like everybody else’s, was converted from paper and scissors to visual 

display terminals.”64 Moreover, Preston tried to reassert the paper’s position on the market with 

a redesign in 1988. This included a new masthead, sans-serif fonts and dividing the newspaper 

into two sections.65 The move received significant amounts of protests, both within and outside 
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of the editorial. However, Taylor argues, the Guardian needed a modernised redesign, in order 

to keep up competition with new titles like the Independent.66 

When Rupert Murdoch in 1993 and -94 constrained competitors in the broadsheet newspaper 

market by reducing the cover price of the Times, both the Daily Telegraph and the Independent 

followed suit.67 The Guardian, on the other hand, did not. The paper saved 37 million pounds 

by not getting into the price war, and an additional million each year by printing a half inch 

smaller paper. However, for a time during the price war it lost 10,000 readers a day.68 The 

newspaper was at that point the ninth biggest newspaper in Britain in terms of print circulations 

and number three among the national quality papers.69 But by the end of the decade, the 

Guardian would be the leading British newspaper on the internet.70 

2.2 A brief history of technology in journalism 

“In 1993 some journalists began to be dimly aware of something clunkily referred to as ‘the 

information highway’ but few had ever had reason to see it in action”71, the former editor of the 

Guardian, Alan Rusbridger recalls in his memoir. The information highway was, like 

‘infobahn’, a contemporary term for the internet, and 1993 was, in many ways, the birth year 

of commercial internet use. Gabriele Balbi and Paolo Magaudda argue that newspapers “were, 

in fact, among the first traditional media to try their luck on the internet”.72  

The internet, or rather its predecessor Arpanet, was at first a military technological project that 

had been started by the US Department of Defence in the 1960s. It was further developed in 

cooperation by selected universities and scientific and military research institutions over the 

following decades, primarily in the USA.73 Before 1993, most people outside the military and 

major universities did not even know of the internet’s existence.74 A crucial breakthrough in 

the internet’s history was the invention of the World Wide Web, an information space where 

documents and other sources are interlinked through a shared computer protocol. It was 

conceived by the English engineer Tim Berners-Lee and a team of computer scientists at the 
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European Centre for Particle Physics (CERN). They invented the protocol, or computer 

language, which gave users the ability to navigate information on the web by clicking on 

underlined words and symbols. These were called links, and the language was dubbed 

Hypertext.75 The World Wide Web and internet were thus not interchangeable terms. The web 

was a service, accessible via the internet, just like e-mail. Berners-Lee stated that “we should 

work toward a universal linked information system, in which generality and portability are more 

important than fancy graphics techniques and complex extra facilities.”76 The World Wide Web 

was released into the public domain, for universal and free use in April 1993.77 According to 

historians Asa Briggs and Peter Burke, Berners-Lee did not want to create the Web for security 

applications or for profit-making. He simply wanted to widen the opportunities for users, and 

“sought to keep the Web non-proprietary, open and free.78  

The same year, the first web browser enjoying wide success, Mosaic, was developed at a 

research centre at the University of Illinois. Mosaic is often accounted with being the catalyst 

that made the internet a worldwide phenomenon because it could display the World Wide Web 

with graphics and text on the same page (other contemporary browsers were text only.)79 It was 

also, like the Web it deciphered, distributed for free. Moreover, Mosaic, and succeeding web 

browsers like Netscape Navigator and Internet Explorer did not only provide access to the Web. 

Other already popular online services, like email and file transfer, were gradually integrated 

into browsers.80 For corporations and private users, the browser became the window to the 

World Wide Web, and thus to the internet. In time, it would enable millions of people across 

the globe to access and produce online content on the web and new websites.81 In 1991 a band 

on commercial use of the public internet was lifted, and James Curran argues that this 

commercialisation of the internet was a key reason for its later success. By giving space for 

entrepreneurs to develop browsers and search engines the possibilities of internet usage had 

been greatly extended. Berners-Lee himself acknowledged that the arrival of such commercial 

product was “a very important step for the Web”.82 Thanks to web browsers in particular, 
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Robert J. Domanski and David Carlson both argue, activity in the Web sphere globally grew 

by the extraordinary rate of 341,634 percent by the end of 1993.83  

In this thesis, ‘online’ refers primarily to the internet and the World Wide Web. However, the 

history of online journalism did not begin with the popularisation of the web in the mid-1990s. 

Electronic publishing was not a completely new phenomenon by the advent of the web. Many 

newspapers and other media actors had experimented with other alternatives to print since the 

early 1970s. The earliest type of electronic journalism was something called teletext, invented 

by the BBC in 1971.84 Teletext was a system for transmission of text and graphics that could 

be displayed on a television screen. By using the remote controller, a user could navigate a set 

of pages containing various information created by the teletext operator or information 

provider. The information was transmitted through the TVs cable or satellite systems. 

Teletext was quickly followed by an improved and more copious technology called videotext. 

This service could be delivered via a telephone line or cable could be displayed both on an 

adjusted TV and costume made computer terminals.85 Videotext was, most importantly, 

interactive. This meant that the user could communicate with the system, navigate and choose 

content more freely, request and even send data themselves.86 The British Post Office pioneered 

the technology with Prestel in 1974, and gradually, a variety videotext systems were developed 

across Europe and North America during the late 1970s and 1980s.87 Prestel delivered a broad 

range of information from a range of providers. At most, the service had over a thousand 

information providers in its database. Information included train tables, weather forecasts, city 

guides and tips, health-care information, airline schedules, stock exchanges and electronic 

shopping among others.88 British newspapers like the Financial Times, The Economist and 

Liverpool paper Post and Echo were among the most prominent providers.89 Boczkowski 

argues that videotext was seen by contemporaries as a “tool and symbol of an upcoming 

‘information society’”.90 Thus, he further argues, newspapers quickly showed interest in 

perceiving the opportunities posed by electronic publishing. This development was aligned with 
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that of newspaper production itself, which had become increasingly more computerised during 

the 1980s, in Britain after the Wapping revolution. 

Despite initial optimism, videotext systems across the Western world turned out to be failures. 

The adjusted TV sets and especially the specialized terminals were in fact too expensive and 

complicated to attract a significant number of consumers, private or professional.91 Poor impact 

on audiences made advertisers reluctant to take part in the projects as well. This led to limited 

funding, which created a downward spiral at the expense of the technology’s development 

potentials. Because videotext services were delivered by telephone line, using them meant that 

customers’ lines were tied up for the duration of each use.92 This error also stimulated the 

coinciding development of internet technology at U.S. research facilities. A key development 

was something called ‘packet switching’. It involved ‘slicing’ or breaking long messages or 

information into smaller ‘packets’, and then transferring them individually between computers. 

The transmitting computer system cut up information, and the receiving system reconstructed 

it locally.93 If implemented in a comprehensive computer network, switching could overcome 

limitations of other contemporary communication systems, such as the telephone system. 

Another downside of videotext was poor messaging conditions. Users quickly discovered the 

convenience of message and “e-mailing” each other, which was among the most popular 

videotext features. However, remote controllers and terminal keyboards associated with the 

different videotext system were often difficult to type on and the high traffic caused by such 

messaging craze, often clogged the system.94 Eventually, videotext technology was gradually 

discarded by most European telecommunication and American newspaper companies. One 

exception was France, in which the videotext system Minitel was a great success. Unlike in 

Britain, this French service managed to obtain significant funding. Minitel operated with cross 

subsidization which made it services cheaper and more detailed.95 As late as in 1998 Minitel 

had 14 million users and was more popular in France than the web.96 Nevertheless, videotext 

systems in general was close to demise by the late 1980s. 

The core principle of early videotext technology, interactivity, continued to shape the 

development of ‘online’. The next major step coincided with the emergence of affordable home 
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computers towards the end of the 1980s. As having a personal computer was becoming 

increasingly common, new services specifically built for delivery to computers took the centre 

stage.97 Commonly called ‘online services’, this range of different computer systems 

revolutionized how users could interconnect and communicate with each other and various 

information providers. The services were subscriber based. Consumers used a modem 

connected to their computer to dial up the service providers and thus connecting to their system. 

On this system, or network, consumers could gain access to whatever the information provider 

had to offer. Popular services included news, e-mail, discussion forums, interactive games and 

early chat-based programmes.98 As online services, most notably Prodigy, CompuServe and 

AOL, attracted increasingly more consumers, they opened effective new channels for online 

news delivery.99 Newspapers continued to be among the actors most motivated to invest in 

them, despite having little success at earlier stages.100  

The crucial attribute shared by nearly all these technologies was interactivity. The arrival of the 

World Wide Web changed perspectives of online journalism drastically. It quickly 

overshadowed most of previous online technologies, but interactivity remained at the centre of 

the development. Eventually, as I elaborate further below, it became clear that consumers 

wanted to contribute. The swift development of internet technology foreshadowed that the 

media had to take this fact into account.  
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3. A website? 

3.1 The year of the internet 

Pablo Boczkowski identifies 1995 as the year when American newspapers decided to focus 

primarily on the Web.101 A columnist in the American news industry magazine Editor & 

Publisher wrote the following year that “if 1995 made one thing clear, it was that the World 

Wide Web is the online publishing platform of choice.”102 In a recent book, W. Joseph 

Campbell states that 1995 was “‘the year of the Internet,’ when the World Wide Web entered 

mainstream consciousness”.103 For the Guardian, too, the year that marked the beginning of its 

web history was 1995. 

Technically, the Guardian had published some material on the internet already in 1994. In 

cooperation with the Edinburgh Festival Fringe, the Guardian provided editorial coverage on 

the festival it the website Fringeweb.104 However, Guardian’s own venture into online 

journalism did begin in 1995. It began with the establishment of a small team of developers that 

was called the New Media Lab (NML). Formed during the summer of 1995, the team’s mission 

was to find and explore new technologies in ways the general newspaper staff could not 

manage, and the team agreed that the next big thing was the internet, indeed.105 In its decades-

long exploration of alternatives to print media companies around the world had tinkered with a 

variety of different technical and communication options that centred on electronic publishing, 

with teletext and videotext technologies being most prominent.106 By the mid-1990s this 

exploration was halted, and most actors opted for the Web as the primary environment for non-

print publishing. In a November 1995 memo, the head of the NML, Bill Thompson, emphasised 

that the internet had sprung to prominence because of the swift development internet technology 

was going through in the wake of web browsers’ rapid diffusion: “It has got a lot easier and 

cheaper to get connected, so that there are more people who are using the Internet. The sorts of 
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computer applications which you can use over the Internet have improved greatly in the last 

five years.”107 

At the same time as internet technology was making great strides, the Guardian entered a new 

editorial era when Peter Preston, after twenty influential years at the helm, was succeeded by 

Alan Rusbridger in 1995. The change was auspicious as Rusbridger, a few years earlier, had 

met with notable technology pundit Nicholas Negroponte, who had told him about media 

convergence over dinner in central London. Media convergence was, Negroponte had 

explained, “the melting of all boundaries between TV, newspapers, magazines and the internet 

into a single media experience”108; nothing else fuelled this convergence like the internet. 

Negroponte was indeed certain that the digital age would change the relationship between news 

providers and news readers. In his landmark book Being Digital (yet again, from 1995), he 

argued that journalism, information and entertainment were becoming on-demand products. 

The digital age was creating a culture of criticality and selectiveness. Audiences, he predicted, 

could soon ‘pull’ what they wanted from the internet and digital media, rather than settling with 

what was being ‘pushed’ at them by the mass media.109 The new editor was intrigued by this 

view on the future. Right from his appointment, he later remembered, he had been determined 

to “get serious about digital.”110 

During the summer and autumn 1995 the NML discussed and explored a range of different 

internet projects. The most important during this period was the development of Go2, a website 

for the newspaper’s computer, science and technology supplement OnLine. Go2 was launched 

on November 16, 1995 and was the Guardian’s first ever editorial website.111 Two weeks after 

its release, the NML’s Bill Thompson noted that “Go2 has been generally well received. There 

are over 5000 registered users, and traffic has been high.”112 Thompson further asked the print 

editorial give the site more attention in the newspaper: “We should do more to promote Go2, 

both in the paper (with the url in the OnLine ads and a mention in Saturday’s Careers section) 

and on the Net.”113 Other planned projects included a site for jobseekers, sport sites, an online 
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magazine (called webzine), an archive containing previous editions of the newspaper, a website 

for election coverage, and an online version of the paper’s international edition, Guardian 

Weekly. According to one memo, the NML was hoping to realise these projects by the end of 

the fiscal year 1996-7.114  

However, as confirmed by Thompson in the same memo, all Guardian Web projects in 1995 

was first and foremost experiments. While some of these experiments might have seemed 

successful in the beginning, it became clear that it was not easy task to understand and utilize 

the internet to the fullest. There were especially two reasons for that. First, the Guardian’s 

newspaper staff lacked both digital competence and relevant equipment. According to 

Rusbridger the newspaper owned only one computer with internet access at that time. “It was 

rumoured that downstairs that a bloke called Paul in IT had a Mac connected to the internet 

through a dial-up modem” Otherwise, in terms of internet connection, he recalls that “we were 

sealed off from the outside world.”115 This very computer was, in the beginning, also what kept 

Go2 online. Everything on the site was uploaded through the Mac’s web server, and the system 

was subject to frequent crashes due to overuse. Thompson emphasised other implications of 

internet, too. He argued that in order to succeed in the digital sphere, the newspaper’s staff 

needed to understand that making a website and making a newspaper was not the same thing. 

“This is a newspaper and we only really understand newspapers and print. (…) We are talking 

about a new medium, and that our old ways of doing things do not translate very well into this 

new world”, he stated.116  

A second challenge was priority. At the Guardian, digital innovation seemed to have been 

pushed behind by several other important matters. For instance, the newspaper faced significant 

legal challenges during mid-1990s, which forced the editor to prioritise going to court. In April 

1995 Jonathan Aitken, Chief Secretary to the Treasury sued the Guardian for libel after the 

newspaper claimed he had accepted sustainable payment from Saudi businessmen.117 In 1996 

Conservative MP Neil Hamilton also sued the Guardian for libel after having been accused of 

exchanging money for political favours.118 The Guardian won in both cases, but according to 

Rusbridger, the trials were time consuming endeavours: “Every hour I spent locked away with 
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lawyers was an hour away from learning the ropes of editing; or from thinking about the digital 

future.”119  

The paper’s financial issues also brought less priority to digital invention. In 1993, the Guardian 

purchased the Observer, a noted Sunday paper with a long history. According to the Guardian, 

who did not have a sister Sunday title, the purchase was reaction to the rapid growth of the 

Independent and its sister title Independent on Sunday.120 However, the Observer struggled 

commercially in the Guardian’s ownership. Rusbridger notes that the Observer “drained away 

cash at an alarming rate (…) struggling to an extent that would exhaust vast amounts of 

editorial, management and commercial time for the best part of the next decade”.121 Most 

importantly, the Guardian seemed to continue to have print, the medium in which it had always 

been working with, at the top of their priority list. A business plan drawn up as late as October 

1996 made that clear.122 In the plan, digital innovation was given an annual budget of 200 000 

pounds. In comparison, two million pounds were added to the Observer’s budget in an attempt 

to increase the Sunday paper’s print circulation.  

Prioritising print was not a trait exclusive to the Guardian. Campbell argues, in contrast to Balbi 

and Magauuda, that many newspapers did not want to put too much faith in the rumoured digital 

future. “No industry in 1995 was as ill-prepared for the digital age, or more inclined to pooh-

pooh the disruptive potential of the Internet and World Wide Web, than the news business.”123 

Newspapers, Campbell continues, did not foresee the impact internet technology would have in 

the following decade, but instead continued to prioritise the established ways of providing news. 

They suffered from “an inability, or disinclination to anticipate and understand the 

consequences of new media technology.”124 A Financial Times article published in December 

1995 provided a partly print-friendly view. Though acknowledging the potential of the internet, 

the paper emphasised that the print medium was resistant. Having survived the advent of both 

radio and television, newspapers’ continuing sales by the millions testified to the medium’s 

strong resilience: “The newspaper format, despite its gradual decline, is plainly robust.” The 

Financial Times argued further that, as the large baby-boom generation was entering their late 

forties, the print medium would persist for the foreseeable future. “In the US as elsewhere, 
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newspaper reading has become a characteristic of the middle-aged and elderly.” Thus, a 

significant part of the population would keep demanding printed papers for years to come.125  

On the other hand, the Financial Times noted that this reliability also was a problem. Newspaper 

readers, though affluent, educated, and middle-class, were getting older and were “not being 

replaced in sufficient numbers” by younger cohorts. Instead, newspapers risked losing the 

young, new readership before it even entered the market. Nicholas et al. argued in 1996 that to 

the young generation, who was embracing the web to significant extent, newspapers were not 

“a sufficiently hip medium”, and thus, they had “deserted the press” over the last years.126 

Newspaper did not play a big role in their lives, but instead was a medium associated with their 

parents’ generation. In France, Nicholas et al. exemplified, 56 per cent of 15-24-year olds were 

reading a daily newspaper in 1967. In 1993, the number had dropped to 25 per cent.127 This 

notion was also shared by Rusbridger. In 1995, he argues, the average Guardian reader was 43 

years old. This preoccupied the editorial leadership because the Guardian “were in danger of 

having a readership too old for the job advertisements we carried.”128 The Financial Times 

argued that newspapers should not “stand back and watch the Internet”, but instead be part of 

it. In fact, the article prompted, the internet did not damage the print medium, but instead offered 

newspapers a chance to address the emerging computer-literate younger generation. The 

question was rather, again, what kind of product that would be.129  

3.2 Changing times and new questions 

During its first six months, the New Media Lab’s primary objective was to establish in what 

ways the Guardian could develop an online presence. As 1995 ended, Bill Thompson and his 

colleagues had concluded that the Guardian on the web should not just be a digital copy of the 

daily newspaper. Instead, the team envisioned the “not-newspaper.” The electronic publishing 

arena allowed the Guardian to do things that was impossible in the newspaper, Thompson 

argued and provided a list of ideas: 
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We can create multimedia publications that incorporate sound and video as well as text […]. 

We can publish in real time or on a broadcast model, instead of the current print timetable. We 

can reach a global audience from London. We can publish vast amounts of copy and data 

without worry. We can make old or archive material available […]. We can refer people directly 

to other sources, other information and even other newspapers.130 

Thus, the team wanted to create “something which is totally new and has no real-world 

equivalent.” The NML’s opinion was that if the web projects were detached from the general 

newspaper production, they would “extend the scope of the newspaper, section by section or in 

its entirety.”131 Go2 was such a project. It was not a copy of the text and images printed in the 

OnLine section, but additional text the readers could access exclusively on the web. “Nobody 

has complained that the whole of OnLine is not up on Thursday morning, and our readers visit 

regularly through the week” Thompson claimed.132 The NML compared their proposed 

framework to teletext technology. Like teletext, an online Guardian should provide background 

information, statistics and details, e.g. within sports, etc. It should “complement but not replace 

the [television] programme itself.”133 Such products would, according to the NML, offer 

Guardian readers more of the Guardian, and offer non-Guardian readers a reason to buy the 

newspaper. Still, in 1995-6, the printed newspaper remained, without doubt, the primary 

product. 

During the spring of 1996, several large newspapers in the United Kingdom and elsewhere 

made moves towards online journalism that diverged in significant extent from the NML’s 

suggestions. Most notably, the Times and Sunday Times launched web editions in January. They 

were first and foremost digital duplicates of their daily printed versions. The Telegraph which 

had been editing and reshaping selected newspaper stories for web audiences since November 

1994, followed the Times’ lead.134 Overseas, the New York Times among other newspapers, also 

started uploading articles from their printed paper on the web.135 In the autumn of 1995, Bill 

Thompson had called such choices foolish because “we are talking about a new medium, and 
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that our old ways of doing things do not translate very well into this new world.”136 A few 

months later, this seemed to be the only option to go with. Rusbridger notes that in the spring 

of 1996, the Guardian “couldn’t get away with publishing selective parts of the Guardian 

online” anymore. Publishing the entire paper were becoming the normal. Thompson implied in 

a memo from March 1996, that “there is no need to debate the core conclusion: all of each day’s 

Guardian must be electronically available on the day of publication.”137 New questions arose. 

One question concerned asking readers to pay for access. Both the Times and the Telegraph 

were free to read online. The New York Times charged a subscription from readers outside the 

US. Thompson was certain that the British internet community did not intend to pay to read an 

online edition of a British newspaper: “I would not support any attempt to make The Guardian 

a subscription service online […] [it] would take us down a dangerous path.”138 The reason for 

internet user’s discontent towards paying for internet services was embedded in the early culture 

and principles of internet technology. Curran, Fenton and Freedman argue that pioneering free 

software like the World Wide Web and Mosaic web browser “had accustomed people to expect 

web content and software to be free.”139 For this reason, it proved difficult to re-educate them 

into becoming paying consumers. The NML was aware of this and believed rather, that a web 

edition of the Guardian could benefit the company in other ways. Web newspapers were able 

track their readership in ways that a printed product never could, Thompson contended. “The 

online reader can be a valuable commodity in their own right, even if they pay nothing for the 

privilege.”140 Moreover, the NML was under the impression that an online readership would 

have no problems accepting advertising and site sponsorship, which could replace lost 

subscription revenue. Curran, Fenton and Freedman note that reluctance towards advertisement 

was a typical trait of early internet culture too. However, users did were less disinclined to 

internet advertisement on a general basis, when software that helped filter out spam e-mails 

etc., became more available.141 
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Another question was when to publish. The Electronic Telegraph was published on the web at 

around 8 a.m. every day. The Times were available as soon as the presses started to roll.142 The 

Guardian staff had prepared electronic copy of the main newspaper for some time, and could, 

in principle, publish online at the same time as an edition was finalised. Immediate publishing 

could be “fraught with potential difficulties”, however.143 For instance, Thompson implied, 

there was a possibility that British readers would stop buying the main newspaper if they could 

get unlimited access online at once.144 Yet no far-reaching approach questioning the primacy 

of print came about, and the Guardian would not publish anything on its website before its print 

edition until 2006. And even then, the Guardian would be the very first newspaper in the United 

Kingdom to make this move.145  

The most important question in the spring of 1996 was not a new one, however. What kind of 

product the online Guardian was going to be, still dominated the strategic discussion. Despite 

of what the competition did, the NML continued to make a case for ‘extended’ products on the 

web that would offer readers more of the newspaper they were already payed for. For new 

readers, the extended products online would give a taste of what the Guardian could provide in 

its main product, giving them a reason to buy it. The team wanted the Guardian to be more than 

a “conventional web newspaper on the lines of the Telegraph or Times”146, even if that included 

publishing everything. One significant suggestion was to exploit a rather unadopted, but 

fundamental aspect of web publishing: connectedness. In the March 1996 memo, Thompson 

indicated that using “offsite links” to other sources or other versions of a given news story, 

would enable the Guardian to cover continuing stories much more effectively, and with higher 

standards. This way, the journalists could offer specific topic-based sites that did more “than 

just repurpose the day’s news.”147 

Jeff Jarvis, a noted writer on journalism and technology, later argued that this should become a 

new rule for newspapers. He emphasised that replicating other sources was an old trait of the 

industry: “They had their own reporters replicate the work of other reporters elsewhere so they 
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could say that they did it under their own bylines as a matter of pride and propriety. It’s the way 

things were done.”148 Any British newspaper’s New York correspondent would, according to 

Rusbridger “feel safe in buying the New York Times; creatively rewriting and adding to it; and 

then filing a version of it back to London.”149 Jarvis argued that in “the age of the link, this is 

clearly inefficient and unnecessary.” Instead, newspapers should ‘cover what they did best and 

link to the rest.’150 At the Guardian, Thompson admitted on one hand, that it would be 

challenging to cross-link the entire newspaper. On the other hand, he argued that the Guardian 

could and should “have two or three ‘live’ stories to which additional attention is paid.” In a 

letter his editor, Thompson argued that if they regarded an online Guardian as more than just a 

digital copy of the newspaper, they would “leapfrog our UK competition.”151 They would 

demonstrate that they understood the changed nature of online publishing in the late 1990s and 

show that they intended to build a website that derived “from the best that the Net can offer.”152  
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4. A web in sight 

4.1 Repurpose, recombine or recreate?  

Media scholar Pablo Boczkowski argues that American, European and Asian newspapers 

simultaneously undertook three kinds of information practises during the second half of the 

1990s.153 The first was something he calls repurposing. Newspapers repurposed journalism by 

publishing material originally created for their print edition on the web with an almost identical 

layout.154 This practise was a simple, effective and common way to get journalism on the web, 

but it was also harshly criticised. One contemporary observer called it ‘shovelware’, reasoning 

that “simply sticking your content […] on a Web site just doesn’t cut it anymore. With the 

tsunami of newspapers flooding the Internet, the need to differentiate yourself is crucial”.155 

Another observer told publishers “not to be overwhelmed by technology and simply dump their 

print versions onto Web sites”, but instead think creatively through the creation and delivery of 

information.156 

Boczkowski calls the second practise recombining. This involved (i) increasing the usefulness 

of print material on the web by recombining it with related journalism from sources elsewhere, 

and (ii) changing the ways journalism could be accessed, manipulated and used.157 Some 

newspapers editors believed that they would utilise the web more successfully by 

supplementing their journalism with data from competitors and collaborators from other 

geographical locations, typically through off-site linking. Another perception was that there 

was a market for customised, personalised products that diverged from the generalised print 

edition. Some newspapers, such as the New York Times, did begin to offer individual news feeds 

based on readers’ preselected preferences. This was, Boczkowski implies, a realisation of a 

MIT Media Lab vision from the mid-1980s. The vision evolved around “a personal newspaper” 

that could provide a complete preference-based news overview, tailored for any given reader. 

To visiting audiences, Nicholas Negroponte illustrated: 

I don’t read newspapers myself. My wife, Elaine, reads them and tells me what I need 

to know because she’s an expert on me. Artificial intelligence could do that, but in all 
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the literature and programs I’ve come across I’ve never seen an expert system that 

pretended to be an expert about the user.158 

The New York Times offered most of its online content free of charge, but did require readers 

to complete a registration form, which mapped out user behaviour and themes of interest. 159 

Recombining content from several sources also gave newspapers the ability to offer readers a 

significantly larger amount of information on specific topics. By taking advantage of what 

Boczkowski terms virtually unlimited “news holes”, newspapers disentangled themselves from 

the static and constrained reality of the print news medium. 160 A printed newspaper, 

Boczkowski contends, gives readers a ‘horizontal’ overview of the daily news image. A cross-

linked, recombined web newspaper, on the other hand, offered readers a ‘vertical’, an almost 

infinite cascade of information on any given current topic or story. 161 Recombining practises 

did not only enable newspapers to offer more content to their readers. They also extended the 

traditional geographical scope of a print edition, as specific types of ‘endless’ information 

stream, were relevant to audiences as numerous places. Moreover, recombination also involved 

establishing digital archives of a newspaper’s previous editions. Breathing new life into so-

called ‘newspaper morgues’ was, according to Boczkowski, a logical extension of the print 

product to many newspaper companies.162 

It seems quite cogent that when the Guardian’s NML made a case for a something “more than 

a conventional web newspaper on the lines of the Telegraph or Times”, they referred to the 

practise of simply repurposing print journalism. It seems equally cogent that Bill Thompson, in 

his March 1996 memo, suggested using a model for web publishing based on recombining 

practises. The most significant engagements the Guardian undertook over the next few years, 

however, was more related to the practice Boczkowski has termed ‘recreating’. 

In addition to repurposing and recombining, when newspapers began providing content and 

services developed primary, or even exclusively, for their websites.163 One of the 

manifestations of recreation practises was to update the websites regularly throughout the day. 

Some updates were resembling repurposing, while other featured live updates from news 

agencies like Reuters. By giving readers access to their own primary sources of information, 
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newspapers enabled readers to be à jour with current events or special topics at the same pace 

as the editorial staff themselves.164 Not everyone approved of such comprehensive and direct 

information provision, however. One example of this was when the New York Times, in the 

summer of 1997 put an Associated Press wire on the front page. At the Guardian among other 

newspapers, Rusbridger contends, this was met with general dismay: “Here was the NYT letting 

their readers have access to the firehose – the source material, used by all papers, out of which 

many of our correspondents used to fashion their own work.”165 As the editor of a print 

newspaper, Rusbridger was worried that if readers knew of this source material, or knew how 

find to the news themselves, this would have implications for the medium. “It was our sausage-

factory moment,” he writes.166 

Another manifestation of recreation practice was what Boczkowski calls ‘specials.’ These were 

products that often contained thorough, in-depth coverage or analyses of particular stories. 

Major sports events, elections and other important political or economic issues also typically 

generated ‘specials.’167 Boczkowski argues that specials allowed newspapers to experiment 

further with new technologies and with other media. On special websites newspapers could 

make text, audio, video, and computer animation converge into something completely different 

from traditional newspaper publishing. At the Guardian in 1996, there was a perception that 

broadcasting, and not print, was the most beneficial model for web publishing, just like Bill 

Thompson suggested the year before. According to Rusbridger, this model would emulate the 

“immediacy, movement searchability and layering’ that the web offered.168 By this he meant 

that on the internet, a newspaper could report live and direct in similarity to what TV or radio 

had done for decades. In February, one of the Guardian’s first ‘special’ websites, 

Eurosoccer.com was launched. The site was dedicated to the 1996 European football 

championship held in England. It featured e.g. continually updated match reports in English, 

French, German, Italian, and Spanish, information about host cities, live e-mail chats, team- 

and player profiles, and downloadable screen savers of goals.169 Football writers from 16 

different countries participated in producing 1.2 gigabyte of editorial content on the site each 

day.170 According to a Mediatel news article, the championship’s official sponsor Vauxhall/ 
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Opel, put approximately 300,000 pounds into building the site, making it the most expensive 

European sport website at the time.171 According to football historian Paul Brown, 

Eurosoccer.com registered one million hits each week during the tournament. This suggested, 

Brown notes, that the internet could attract football audiences at the same rate as traditional TV, 

if not higher.172 Eurosoccer.com’s wide reach was an important milestone on the Guardian’s 

road towards a complete web presence. It showed exactly how helpful the web could be, if 

adopted in the right way.  

A third embodiment of recreation was original online products detached from the newspaper’s 

main website. Unlike specials, these initiatives were not limited to current topics or events but 

were regularly updated over time with a steady stream of content.173 In the autumn of 1996, the 

Guardian launched two ambitious NML products. The first was RecruitNet, a web database for 

the Guardian’s job advertisements. Classified job advertising was important to the Guardian, 

and according to one internal document, there was a time when no other British newspaper 

could match its reach: “These were good times, when newspapers were the only viable medium 

for reaching the large and largely unwashed job seeking population.”174 Yet the Guardian’s 

management feared that this leading position was threatened by the constant growth of online 

services. The ‘infinite’ internet was going to attract employers in much larger extent than the 

‘finite’ medium of newsprint. It was important to the Guardian’s editorial leadership to 

continue to reach young job seekers. The Guardian staff was not alone in predicting an online 

future for job advertising. In 1999, one observer noted that he had “come across the prediction 

that all classified advertising will have shifted from the press to the internet within the next five 

to ten years”.175 Thus, in 1996, RecruitNet was among NML’s most important projects. The 

website was available on the URL www.recruitnet.guardian.co.uk and was regularly advertised 

in the print Guardian. A little under a year after launch, the Observer reported that RecruitNet 

carried details of between 1,000 and 1,500 new jobs per week.176  
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The other notable product launched in October 1996 was an online magazine, or ‘webzine’, 

called Shift Control. In the planning phase of autumn 1995, the NML developers responsible 

for Shift Control had high hopes for the webzine: “We will be the first magazine on the net that 

is written properly, designed for the medium, not its potential. We will evolve fast; as fast as 

the revolution we are defining moves.”177 The site was sponsored by third-party sponsor and 

was updated once a week. Shortly after launch the Guardian introduced Shift Control to its 

readers as follows: “The idea is simple: take the sort of quality editorial you’d expect to find in 

the newspaper, put it online and then add some neat tricks that make the most of new 

technology.”178 Shift Control had a clear pop cultural profile. On the site users could read 

novellas, film and music news and reviews, ‘diary’ entries written by various individuals, 

animated cartoons, special guides and interviews and a variety of editorial feature articles 

ranging from ‘the Millennium’ to ‘a tour of London’s fetish clubs.’ The NML experienced with 

different media on site, adding flashing pictures, GIFs and other layout features in addition to 

text.179 The name itself, inspired by the keyboard command, was meant to reflect contemporary 

popular culture, which was heavily influenced by all things considering cyberspace.  

As mentioned above, an important motive for going online was to reach a young internet literate 

audience, and to the Guardian, being ‘cool’ was the ultimate way to do this: “In corporate 

Britain in 1996, there was nothing much cooler than the internet, even if not many people had 

it, knew where to find it or understood what to do with it.”180 The newspaper quote at the 

beginning of this thesis suggests the same. The internet was a hot topic in the press and in 

cultural conversation, but actual use cannot be considered significant. In 1996, merely four 

percent of the British population had access to internet. By the end of the century, the number 

had risen to almost 27 percent.181 Taken these arguments into consideration, one can say that 

Shift Control was an attempt to be pop-culturally relevant; to be cool. The Netscape corporation, 

one of the leading internet companies in 1996, asked one simple question on one of their most 

famous websites: “What’s cool?” Their answer was that “someday, we’ll all agree on what’s 

cool on the Net. In the meantime, the Netscape cool team will continue to bring you a list of 
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select sites that catch our eye, make us laugh, help us work, quench our thirst . . . you get the 

idea.”182 

Shift Control’s primary purpose was to involve the readers. Thus, visitors could not only read 

reviews, but write their own. The site included numerous discussion threads and hosted several 

creative writing competitions. Boczkowski reasons that generating significant amounts of 

original material limited newspaper’s editorial resources. Consequently, original online 

products tended to be simpler in terms of their use of technological features and cross-media 

elements compared to their ‘specials’-counterparts.183 This was not the case for Shift Control, 

according to former deputy editor of the Guardian Ian Katz. In a 2009 article, he wrote: “Shift 

Control, a webzine so painfully cool that every issue was redesigned from scratch.”184 The site 

was not template-based and was thus built with a new design (including pictures, GIFs and 

other layout features) every week. Moreover, Shift Control was well funded. Whitbread, the 

site’s external sponsor, put 200,000 pounds into the project.  

Nonetheless, Shift Control turned out to be a fiasco, and was closed just a year after launch. 

The notable Wired website called the shutdown unsurprising, claiming that Shift Control was 

an “ambitious attempt to forge a publication truly native to the Web that never found its 

niche.”185 The webzine allegedly suffered from generating very low hit rates from launch, 

attracting, at the least, just a few hundred readers a week. Danny O’Brien, a British technology 

journalist not associated with the Guardian, told Wired that he believed Shift Control was 

unsuccessful partly because it arrived too early. Thus, the webzine failed to attract a large 

enough and sufficiently web-literate audience that would have helped strengthen and spread the 

trademark: “Shift Control suffered from the sense that it was launched before there was a 

grapevine. It is the last of that first generation ... [and] in the last six to nine months, there’s 

been a community developing among content developers, online journalists, and Web 

readers.”186 Moreover, building the website from the bottom up every week took its toll on the 

small team. “It was quite demanding,” one developer told Wired in the same article. The same 
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notion was some-what asserted on Shift Control as well. “It's a 48-hour day in new media these 

days” then head of NML Robin Hunt wrote.187 

4.2 Citizens and journalism 

The type of products in which a newspaper gives its readers tools and space to build their own 

publication within the newspaper’s site, is what Boczkowski calls “community publishing.”188 

Shift Control was an attempt to create such a product, as it had user-oriented features at its core. 

This marked a fundamental change, because readers, which had always been the typically term 

for newspaper consumers, were gradually becoming users. Many 1990s and early 21st century 

observers and scholarly writers used ‘reader’ and ‘user’ as synonyms. Early NML documents 

suggested that at the Guardian too, users and readers were considered the same thing. 

Throughout the different papers consulted in this thesis, Bill Thompson among other, used both 

terms interchangeably. However, the ‘user’ term often had words like ‘computer’ or ‘internet’ 

attached to it, and thus one can argue that there was no perception that the terms had different 

aspects. Interestingly, other observers in the 1990s and early 21st century were under the 

impression that consuming news on print and online were quite different pastimes. Thus, 

consumers online could not be labelled simply as readers. In 2003, Blackwell Publishing editor 

Deborah Wyatt argued that readers had become more like users because, on the web, they did 

not just read, but use the product provided by e.g. a newspaper. They explored, navigated and 

browsed information.189 This suggested that consumers, who mostly had had a passive role in 

the past, which included accepting whatever a newspaper published (or in the words of 

Negroponte, what was pushed on them) on a given day, were becoming more actively involved. 

This had two noteworthy implications.  

First, it brought a significant impact on the speed and pace of news consumption. According to 

media scholars Susan Pape and Sue Featherstone, users were beginning to ‘scan’ news websites 

instead of reading them.190 While reading a traditional newspaper was as much for pleasure as 

information, they contended, online audiences scanned the web for quick and effective insight 

into current affairs: “Users want facts and they want them fast.” A 1997 study carried out by 

the Nielsen Norman Group had discovered that 79 percent of web users scanned pages rather 
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than reading them.191 Referring to the study, founder Jakob Nielsen argued that “The Web is a 

user-driven medium where users feel that they have to move on and click on things. One of our 

users said: ‘If I have to sit here and read the whole article, then I'm not productive.’”192 In 

similar fashion, user experience expert Steve Krug compared, in 2000, online news consuming 

with a “billboard going by at 60 miles an hour.”193  

A second implication was that the creation of information was no longer exclusively belonging 

to news media actors. As audiences were becoming ‘users’, they began to use the set of tools 

for online publishing provided by computing and the web. Traditionally, readers mostly had 

had few means of contributing to print newspapers other than sending letters to the editor or 

provide opinions on various matters. However, in May 1998, Steve Outing, a columnist for 

Editor & Publisher, noted that “community publishing has been slow to take hold — mostly 

because many publishers still resist the notion that they should be in the business of letting 

people other than themselves ‘publish’ news.”194 As internet usage spread over time, it 

gradually became clear to media actors that the audiences themselves were becoming 

competitors. As early as in 1994, one observer claimed that the “Internet may represent 

journalism's ultimate liberation. On the Net, anyone with a computer and a modem can be his 

own reporter, editor and publisher - spreading news and views to millions of readers around the 

world.”195 This idea has later become known to media scholars as ‘citizen journalism,’ a 

collective term that labels various non-professionals practicing journalism.  

I do not intend to discuss this concept extensively, as it applies primary to a period beyond the 

scope of this thesis. Stuart Allen argues that citizen journalism mainly evolves around crisis 

reporting, and that it truly began to consolidate during the aftermath of the tsunami in South 

Asia in December 2004. “This was the decisive moment when citizen journalism became a 

prominent feature of the journalistic landscape”196, he argues, because first-hand accounts and 

images captured by thousands of citizens’ mobile phones dominated news reports across the 

world. Others mark, on the other hand, the 9/11 attacks in 2001 as a defining moment for citizen 
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journalism.197 However, user involvement was becoming an important new aspect within 

digital journalism already in the period of Shift Control. Despite of being a failure, the 

Guardian’s webzine had introduced emphasis on what later has been called ‘user-generated 

content’, another new term with contemporary newspaper industry. Also a labelling term, and 

in close relation with citizen journalism, user-generated content refers to everything that is made 

by users. A more specific definition can be found with Tony Harcup: “Contributions submitted 

to a media organization by members of its audience or other people not employed as media 

professionals.”198 The emerge of user-generated content will be further discussed below. 

Notwithstanding, citizen journalism, or user-generated content, was not without antecedents. 

Harcup argues that letters to a newspaper editor, phone-calls to a radio programme or amateur 

film footage assassination of US President Kennedy in 1963 can all be considered as analogue 

forms of the terms.199 This argument also applies to the history of the British press. According 

to Mick Temple, the ‘citizen’ as journalist has been part of the British press since the beginning: 

“Early newspapers were produced by printers strictly controlled by royal edict, but this did not 

prevent a flourishing ‘alternative’ press, with substantial perils ranging from branding to 

hanging for the brave souls producing pro-Catholic ‘seditious’ material.”200 These 

pamphleteers, Temple argues, pioneered the practise of voicing the concerns of marginalised 

parts of the population to a mass audience. Moreover, as Martin Conboy contends, the radical 

press that sprang to prominence in the early 19th century attempted to “re-inscribe the interests 

of ordinary people.”201 Following this argument, one can assert that the Guardian also began 

as a kind of ‘citizen journalism’ initiative. Considering more recent history, one could mention 

that there was a significant amount of citizen-based journalism that challenged the British local 

press during the 1960s and 1970s. According to Tony Harcup, alternative local newspapers 

were created across the country to report on their communities’ politics and social issues.202 

They reported the views and actions of people involved in community groups, the unemployed, 

people active within the women’s and gay movements, the black communities and so forth. Just 

as the radical press of the early 19th century, these ‘citizen’ publications focused on individuals 
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and groups who “tended to be marginalised by the usual process of news production’. They 

were, Harcup asserts, “parish magazines of the dispossessed.”203 

Alan Rusbridger was under the impression that being engaged with the readers, both online and 

print was important. In 1997 he created a new position: a readers’ editor. “He/she would be the 

first port of call for anyone wanting to complain about anything we did or wrote”, Rusbridger 

notes.204 The position was virtually independent, protected from editorial interference. In 

regular corrections and clarifications columns, the reader’s editor asked critical questions 

prompted by readers about the paper’s editorial decisions in a variety of topics. “We learned 

more about our readers through these interactions; and we hoped that [it] (…) helped readers 

better understand our thinking and processes,” Rusbridger writes.205 In 1997, the advent of 

social media, “in which any error likely to be punched on in a thousand hostile tweets”206, had 

not yet arrived. By creating a reader’s editor did, nevertheless, the editorial leadership hoped to 

build a stable link between the Guardian and its readers.207 Rusbridger contends that this was 

done partly as a to mean prepare the Guardian for a future in which the readers were likely to 

have more control over it: “We had some inkling that the iron grip of centralised control that a 

newspaper represented was not going to last.”208 User-generated content would, in the future, 

be a significant part of the Guardian’s web publishing. McNair referred to the Guardian’s 

website when contending that “the huge capacity of the internet has permitted a vast expansion 

of the space available for readers’ commentary.”209 But in 1997, the Guardian did not have a 

proper website – yet. 

4.3 A lesson about demand  

The Guardian’s print edition on September 1st, 1997 was dedicated to the death of Diana, 

princess of Wales. “16 pages of reports, pictures, analysis, comment and obituary” were printed 

throughout the paper. In the front-page article, Guardian journalist Matthew Engel wrote “the 

days ahead will bring many more question, but probably, not many answers”.210 But Diana did 

not die on September 1st. Her car crash took place in the morning of August 31st, and questions 
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were raised immediately. To readers, the coverage from print newspapers came too late. “In 

Britain, stories of particular significance in the history of UK online journalism include the 

death of Diana,” McNair argues.211 Numerous readers rang the Guardian editorial throughout 

the day of the incident enquiring coverage. Rusbridger recounts being completely focused on 

the next day’s paper and realising that the Guardian “had nothing at all pre-prepared.”212  

Earlier that year, it had become clear to the Guardian’s editorial leadership that it was time to 

invest more heavily in the digital sphere. There was an understanding, Rusbridger notes, that 

print journalism was facing a gradual decline while online journalism enjoyed the prospect of 

growth.213 Earlier initiatives, both successful and unsuccessful, had testified that the internet 

was the future. However, Rusbridger notes, the Guardian had not yet succeeded in integrating 

its web-developing department with the overall newspaper editorial staff. The paper’s product 

development team, including the New Media Lab, “had become something of ‘a state within a 

state’ – not attuned enough to the culture of a newspaper to take people with them.”214 On the 

other hand, Rusbridger notes, some of the paper’s older print journalists thought of the digital 

operation as a distraction that would possibility harm the Guardian’s reputation, and its primary 

product. Many British newspaper journalists, media consultant George Brock argues, were 

under the impression that nothing very dramatic had happened to their medium in the first years 

of the internet age.215 Thus, prophesies of a dying print industry were considered overdone. 

Supporting views can be found at McNair. While many predicted the demise of print in the late 

1990s, he was under the impression (and still was in 2009) that its survival was guaranteed by 

the “unique use value and user-friendliness of newsprint”.216 The Times’ former editor Simon 

Jenkins, who later became a columnist for the Guardian, predicted that the impact of the 

internet would be both small and short-lived. In the pages of the Times he wrote: “The internet 

will strut in an hour upon the stage, and then take its place in the ranks of the lesser media.”217 

Rusbridger, in contrast, was an eager advocate for the web and spent much effort on persuading 

his staff to invest more time into it. His web enthusiasm was emphasised by Emily Bell, later 
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editor of the Guardian’s website. In a 2003 interview with Online Journalism Review she 

commented: 

One of the things that's been most helpful to me is that the editor, Alan Rusbridger, is 

so fantastically interested in the Web and reads the site everyday [sic]. Some of my peers 

will go and talk to their newspaper editor, who has absolutely no interest in it, and it's 

an incredibly disheartening place to be.218 

Rusbridger also emphasised his interest in a 1999 (print) Guardian column, proclaiming “in my 

simple, untutored way, I love the internet. (…) The world is literately at your fingertips.”219  

Approximately 4.3 million Britons, about seven percent of the population, were using the 

internet in 1997. A year later, the number had doubled.220 At the Guardian, only one out of ten 

journalists were regularly using internet services. To many of the sceptics, web journalism was 

just “stuff being thrown together at speed by so-called ‘web-monkeys’ with no experience of 

real journalism.”221 In the eyes of the English digital journalist Greg Hadfield, such a cold 

relationship between print-journalists and web-journalists was part of the reason why the British 

press had been slow to embrace online publishing, and consequently missing an opportunity to 

become global players. According to a 1999 Times article, he argued that British internet 

journalism “is often led either by staff who know something about new media, but nothing 

about journalism, or by journalists who are ignorant of new media.”222 Hadfield had made a 

name of himself in the contemporary British media after having created several successful 

websites, including the football site Soccernet, together with his teenage son.223 The site was 

owned by the Daily Mail and challenged newspapers’ traditional match coverage, since 

spectators could read Mail on Sunday match reports on Soccernet shortly after the final whistle 

of all Saturday matches. “A colleague on the sports desk (…) asked why any of them should 

bother to buy a Sunday or Monday newspaper,” the Times’s columnist wrote.  

Harold Lind, author of an article published in the newspaper industry publication Production 

Journal, warned, on the other hand, newspapers against discarding print publishing totally, 
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despite the common conviction that internet was the inevitable future, and doom for newspapers 

in the traditional sense.224 The internet, Lind noted, was a source of much valuable information, 

but it was also bursting with misinformation, “foolishness and irrelevance,” which challenged 

even the most experienced web-user. Moreover, he argued, many newspaper that were either 

creating or considering creating websites, wanted them to take over functions which provided 

revenue.225 Even though the internet could be used for this purpose, the potential market was 

likely get lost in the depth of cyberspace. By focusing too much on reinventing themselves on 

the World Wide Web too soon, Lind believed that newspapers risked destroying themselves 

from within. Instead, they should “cling to their existing strength and position as long as 

possible” and hope that when the internet had been assimilated fully in society, it would not 

threaten the press to the same extent. Moreover, he made case that readers, in due course, would 

remain put. He emphasised the problem of picking out “the nuggets we seek from the mountains 

of dross”, arguing that readers will likely continue prefer to read their favourite broadsheet or 

tabloid, instead of browsing endlessly online looking for what they seek. “It would take a very 

rash person with very little grasp of history to doubt that 20, 30 or even 50 years from now, the 

man in the Clapham omnibus (or possibly helicopter) will still be whiling away his journey 

reading something that looks very similar to his present newspaper.” Whether or not Lind would 

equate a broadsheet newspaper with an iPhone, I cannot say for certain. In the column 

mentioned above, The Times made a case for the coexistence of print and web newspapers, 

suggesting that the British press would benefit by making slow haste onto the web. “As the 

world explodes with information, […] newspapers must act as sieves, selecting the blend of 

information and entertainment that suit their brand.” Referring to the treat of sites such as 

Soccernet, the columnist noted that the site did not in fact have negative effect on the Daily 

Mail’s print circulation. Instead, its Sunday newspaper, Mail on Sunday, had allegedly had 

higher sales than the year before.226 

By venturing more seriously onto the web, the editorial leadership of the Guardian faced 

several important questions. One question was how a 175-year-old newspaper could be truly 

reinvented into something else. Another was how a digital reinvention of the Guardian could 

obtain the reputation and trust of a 175-year-old print newspaper title. At the time Rusbridger 

believed that “we would have to create something sufficiently ‘Guardian’ to be true to the 
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name; but sufficiently different to be true to the [digital] medium.”227 The decisive move was 

to build a bridge between the editorial journalists and web developers and to try to combine 

their respective media. In 1999, after a proper website had been launched, the Guardian’s 

readers’ editor Ian Mayes proclaimed that the success of that website was closely tied to the 

trust of the Guardian as a newspaper. It was important to the web journalists and developers, 

Mayes noted, that the values which have earned the Guardian this trust defined the web 

activities. “Trust is like virginity. When is goes it has gone,” he wrote.228 In early 1997, 

Rusbridger attempted to realise this future by moving members of the journalist staff into the 

New Media Lab. The Guardian’s New York correspondent, Ian Katz was asked to come back 

to London to lead to NML’s work forward with following instruction: “To redirect their efforts 

to building an online version of the Guardian itself.”229 

The new NML, nicknamed ‘Ray Street’ by Rusbridger decided not to develop just a single 

website, but a network of sites each dedicated to a specific subject. As of 1997, Guardian’s 

main web address “guardian.co.uk” was a jumping off point for various Guardian web 

projects.230 The site was containing direct links to several initiatives, including Shift Control 

and RecruitNet. ‘Ray Street’ inspired to “convey a leap from the constraints of the printed page” 

and was committed to “developing content that exploits the new medium's strengths rather than 

simply recycling its print product.” Over the next two years they “refined our plans and 

brainstormed endlessly about how news should be treated on the web.”231 The first sites to be 

added to this network were dedicated to cricket and football. The cricket site launched in June 

in cooperation with Wisden and in coordination with the 1997 Ashes cricket series. It proved 

successful, and when the Guardian approached the Wisden Group in October to discuss the 

development of an international cricket site, the proposal document suggested that “as Ashes 

97 proved, given our resources there is no reason we can’t produce a high-quality on-line cricket 

service”.232 The football site, football.co.uk launched in August, promised readers to bring “the 

new Premiership season direct to your desktop. With live web coverage (…) you’ll never miss 
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a kick.”233 User-generated content, or “user contribution”, as the NML called it,234 in the form 

of bulletin boards and chat forums was an important feature of both sites.  

But as ‘Ray Street’ continued to refine plans and brainstorm endlessly, the death Princess Diana 

happened. A great number of the readers who contacted the Guardian asked for online 

coverage. “Many in the outside world became increasingly puzzled by why they could not find 

Guardian articles on our website,” Katz states.235 While Rusbridger and the print editorial staff 

laid all their efforts into building a comprehensive edition for the following day, ‘Ray Street’ 

managed to create running web coverage by noon on the day of the incident: “Much of it agency 

copy, but with additional newspaper pieces as they became available.”236 The online coverage 

allegedly attracted much attention. Talkboards on the site contained numerous commentators 

who posted hundreds of comments within a few hours. To the Guardian, Rusbridger notes, the 

death of Diana was an “early lesson about demand.” According to Katz, this incident made it 

clear that they needed to “offer some kind of news service until the all-singing and dancing 

Guardian Unlimited network was ready to launch.”237 Just like Nicholas Negroponte had 

predicted in 1995, audiences was beginning to ‘pull’ news, rather than waiting for the mass 

media to ‘push’ it at them. The Guardian experienced this with the death of Diana. “Big news 

couldn’t wait until the following breakfast time. If the Guardian didn’t provide it, people would 

just look elsewhere.”238 When the newspaper’s network of sites launched 16 months later, the 

news site was the flagship product.239 
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5. A web of sites 

5.1 Into the great unlimited 

The Guardian’s web of sites was launched on January 11th, 1999 under the umbrella Guardian 

Unlimited. In the beginning it included the following six sites: News, Football, Cricket, Film, 

Work, and Jobs. Each had the Unlimited brand tied to their name.240 The ‘Ray Street’ team was 

under the impression that a traditional print newspaper was broad and shallow. It was covering 

many subjects with every edition but offered little depth due to the constraints of its physical 

medium. In comparison, “a website was, literary, unlimited.”241 The name of the web of site 

was supposed to reflect this view. As argued in chapter 4, readers, or users, started to prefer 

quick and short facts over long and detailed text when looking for news on the internet. The 

constraints of a physical newspaper did thus not only regard space. It also referred to a paper’s 

lack of multimedia prospects. While a print pages was constrained to text and pictures, the 

‘unlimited’ web could, in theory, give unlimited amounts of text, pictures, sound and video and 

access to all things available on the web, most often through links. On the day of launch, the 

(print) Guardian’s front page read:  

Today we launch Guardian Unlimited, an ambitious network of websites carrying the 

newspaper’s tradition of quality and independence into the online world. Unlike most 

newspapers, the Guardian has not simply repackaged its print content for the Internet. 

Instead, our highly interactive sites combine reports from the Guardian and the Observer 

with content from authoritative partners such as Wisden as well as live news wires to 

bring you the most in-depth and up-to-date coverage of any subject. […] So you can get 

the latest news from the Clinton trial as it happens, or check Scunthorpe United’s away 

record at the click of a mouse.242  

In an interview with New Media Age, the NML’s head Justin Walters admitted that one reason 

for creating the Unlimited network was not only to extend the main paper on a new online 

medium, but to fuel commercial success in a new online market. “We saw the Net as an 

opportunity to broaden the Guardian’s appeal among a new online audience” he said.243 Despite 
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the NML’s earlier opposition to tie online readers to a subscription, the Guardian required users 

to register to access the entire network. “Please note that you have to register for our sites once 

you go past the homepage,” Guardian Unlimited instructed its readers.244 Nonetheless, after 

registration, readers were given permanent, free access. The Guardian was, true to its self-

advertisement, very ambitious when it launched its web of sites rather than single website. Later 

that month, the Guardian’s reader editor Ian Mayes explained to his audience that significant 

changes were under way. “There will be an increasing number of occasions when Guardian 

scoops appear first on our electronic pages and we shall all learn to brag about it.”245 

Nevertheless, the Guardian’s editorial leadership was not prepared for what was coming. 

Managing editor Simon Waldman stated at a later stage that: “the idea that we’d one day be 

bigger than the electronic Telegraph was a pretty fanciful idea in 1999.”246 

The Guardian Unlimited platform received a varied response from other observers over its first 

months. In May, one commentator showed strong enthusiasm for Film Unlimited, commenting 

in Marketing Week that “this doesn’t look or feel like a cynical, content-stretching strategy. 

Guardian Online products have a cool, cohesive look, and really use the benefits if the medium 

with excellent search facilities.”247 According to the Press Gazette, Film Unlimited alone had 

270,000 monthly page impressions, a single visit on a given webpage, in the spring of 1999.248 

Another observer was more negative, criticising Guardian Unlimited’s registration system: “It 

seems that you can hardly move around its pages without stumbling upon an invitation to 

register as a user, before your 24 hour of free browsing are up.” A review of news websites 

published in Computer Buyer gave Guardian Unlimited four out of six stars, calling it “a 

thought-provoking read”. Internet Monthly named Guardian Unlimited “one of the slickest-

looking newspaper websites on the Net”, and another observer reported that Guardian 

Unlimited was “hours of fun and information at you [sic] fingertips”.249 Brian McNair, a media 

studies lecturer at the time, recalled the first years of Guardian Unlimited as such: “I remember 

(…) the impact guardian.co.uk had with its seemingly magical capacity to link and hyperlink 
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stories, providing the user with layers of researchable information far beyond the capability of 

print.”250 

Within two weeks, 100,000 users, approximately a quarter of the Guardian’s print circulation 

number, had registered for access. By the end of October, the number had risen to 500,000.251 

Eventually, Waldman decided to remove the registration requirements which further fuelled hit 

rates to significant extent. By keeping the sites open, Emily Bell argued in her 2003 interview 

with Online Journalism Review, the chance of being cited by other producers of online content 

and “getting linked to” was much better. This helped strengthen the Guardian name online and 

generated a new readership: “Once you get linked to, you hit all sorts of maps that help you 

enormously (…) When people pass through your site they will, by osmosis, start to recognize 

The Guardian as a brand.”252 

By the end of its first year, Guardian Unlimited employed nearly 60 people, of whom 20 were 

writing journalists. The network also won several awards for its design and content. In February 

2000 it was awarded ‘Best Design of an Online Service’ by the American Editor & Publisher, 

and in March News Unlimited was named ‘Online service of the year’ at the British Press 

Awards. Guardian Unlimited also collected an award for its creative achievement and two 

NetMedia awards for best news design and best entertainment site.253 Over the next couple of 

years following the launch, the network expanded further. Eventually, Guardian Unlimited 

became a network of 14 different sites, which included topics like books, shopping, finance, 

job advertisements, arts, education and a digital archive of print editions. By 2001, Guardian 

Unlimited attracted 2.4 million unique visitors each month, making it the most popular 

newspaper website in the country.254 However, in terms of staff and newsroom convergence, 

Cole and Harcup argue that Guardian Unlimited had not yet become significantly integrated 

with the general newspaper editorial. Despite the success of the web of sites, and despite efforts 

of building bridges between advocates of old and new media, it was also in the early 21st 

century separated and ignored by the member of the traditional newspaper staff. Nevertheless, 
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when the Guardian moved to its current office in London in 2008, Rusbridger seized the 

opportunity properly remove this culture.255 

Guardian Unlimited also marked a shift within Guardian’s journalism. In the introduction I 

presented the argument on how media convergence was changing working practice and 

strategic language. Taking Bell’s comment into account, one can argue that in the era of 

Guardian Unlimited, this change was about to happen. The Guardian was ceasing to be just a 

newspaper and starting to become a newspaper brand. Cole and Harcup argue that many British 

newspapers editors began to see their newspapers more as brand. Accordingly, when speaking 

of merits and development of their websites, the brand was often highlighted. “the editors of 

the Guardian, Telegraph, Sun and Mail will frequently describe their success online as a 

reflection of the strength of their brands.” 256 According to Cole and Harcup, these editors were 

under the impression that the number of unique users on their respective websites was a result 

of “the reputation and profile of the print products, the newspapers, out of which their websites 

have developed.”257 They do argue that there is nothing axiomatic about success in print leading 

to success online, but the editors and editorial staff tended to believe that regardless. 

Ian Mayes’s column, in which he argued that success of Guardian Unlimited was closely tied 

to the trust in which the Guardian is held, suggest that that this idea was also embedded in the 

Guardian editorial already in 1999.258 This also brings back the second new term mentioned in 

the introduction, namely trust. Cole and Harcup further argue that the editors of the Guardian, 

Telegraph, Sun and Mail, believed, from the turn of the 21st century onwards, that users’ choice 

of news sources depended on their familiarity with the authorship, or brand, and “respect for its 

reliability, agenda, rage and accuracy, or trust in it.”259 This applied especially because of the 

free and global availability of the web, the editors assumed. When giving a lecture at the 

University of Central Lancashire about trust in newspapers in 1998, Alan Rusbridger argued 

that trust was going to become more important to newspapers and other media actors in the 

future. He argued that as technology was becoming more advanced, it would be easier for 

anyone with e.g. a digital camera to call themselves a producer or documentary marker. Most 

importantly, he argued, the internet was going to transforms the supply of news dramatically: 

“From one or two bulletins a day we are about to be hit by constant news, 24 hours a day, 365 
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days a year.” 260 Thus, Rusbridger believed that consumers was going to gravitate to the titles, 

channels and names they recognised. “Welcome to the world of media branding. But is it not 

just a matter of recognition, it is a matter of trust.” This idea can be compared to the Times’s 

perception that newspaper had to act as information sieves. The Times also referred to the brand, 

and that the stream of information that was caught in that sieve should suit it.261 Mick Temple 

later argued that the likes of Guardian, Telegraph, Sun and Mail had succeed in establishing a 

presence online that had inherited, and possibly assured the survival of their old print 

recognition. “The quality of these sites should ensure a healthy future for these brand names 

whatever the future of their printed editions.”262 Temple praised the “writings on the websites” 

of the mentioned newspaper brands.263  

The Times’ columnist used the term stream of information. A common contemporary term for 

this, and the third word mentioned in the introduction, was content. Like user, content often 

came together with ‘web’, ‘internet’ or ‘online’, and had already been in use for many years. 

However, the fact that content was about to replace ‘story’ was among the most significant 

implications of newspaper’s venture into online journalism. In 21st century, Cole and Harcup 

argue, online journalism has changed the work of newspapers from telling stories to providing 

content.264 Technically, newspapers have always provided their readers with content. The 

stories and photos in a newspaper, have nevertheless been provided through just that medium, 

namely print. Within online journalism, content started to be used differently. It was not only 

replacing ‘stories’ but was applied to virtually anything on the World Wide Web.  

When writing about the ongoing emergence of online journalism at the turn of the 21st century, 

Mark Deuze argued that “everything is content online, including banner ads, chatrooms, 

research papers and what not.”265 Below the general term he called everything produced or 

edited by journalists ‘editorial content’. Hence, when Ken Wiwa wrote that 1.2 gigabyte of 

editorial content was published daily on Eurosoccer.com in 1996, this did not include anything 

generated by users on that site.266 The development of the web and of news websites brought a 

rapidly increasing amount of different content. Just as consumers had to choose which news 
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brand to use, they also got the chance to choose between that amount of content. Once again, 

one can return to Nicholas Negroponte’s prediction. Users started to truly pull what they wanted 

from the brands they used. Pape and Featherstone argued this fundamentally changed the role 

of the journalist. Traditionally, a journalist worked as a gatekeeper. She opened and closed a 

news gateway that she considers likely to me most useful or fascinating to her readers.267 

Accordingly, this required her to make decisions about what readers should or should not know 

in order to be a sufficiently enlightened and functioning citizen. This argument does resemble 

the idea that on the web, newspapers should work as information (or content sieves). Pape and 

Featherstone argue, on the hand, that the journalist should not sort out content on behalf of the 

user, but step into a new role as a guide, rather showing which choices that are available.268 At 

the New Media Conference in September 1999, Steve Yelvington, editor of the American 

startribune.com, argued that there was no way of stopping the flow of content, and thus the era 

of the gatekeeping journalist had ended: “There are no gates to be kept, the city walls are 

down.”269 Yelvington was a keen advocate of what he called ‘people’s journalism.’ By 

communicating through email, in discussion forums and on personal websites, the people were 

becoming “participants and not just consumers.”270 In his conference lecture Yelvington, he 

called for more such content on British news websites, which he criticised for was too 

disconnected with users. Another term for it was, as established above, user-generated content. 

Yelvington was certain that user-generated content would not mean the demise of established 

journalism. “‘Individual empowerment doesn’t mean the end of the organisation of the state,” 

he argued.271 However, not everyone agreed with Yelvington’s perception.  

5.2 Comment is free 

One of the most significant implications of the launch of Guardian Unlimited was the flow of 

user participation that soon emerged. Traditionally, the Guardian had controlled the extent to 

which readers could participate in its broadsheet. Even though hundreds of letters from readers 

often arrived in the editorial mailbox every day, only a small number were actually published. 

Rusbridger put it as such: “As with nearly everything in the old world, we were in control. Who 
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gets a voice, who doesn’t? We chose.”272 As described above, this power was decreased by the 

creation of a readers’ editor in 1997, but still: in the medium of print, the final decisions laid 

with the editor. Evidently the Guardian’s (as everyone else’s) online journalism has always 

been dominated by editorial content, and it still is today. The emerge of user-generated content 

from the turn of the century onwards did adjust the editorial control of content, regardless. One 

popular feature on Guardian Unlimited was online live chats. On a regular basis, the Guardian 

invited noteworthy individuals to answer questions from the users. Guests included actors, 

authors, politicians, editors, and web entrepreneurs. Both Ian Mayes and Alan Rusbridger 

visited the chatrooms regularly, thus communicating directly with the audience. In a live chat 

session with the editor, one user praised Guardian Unlimited, writing “In fact I like it so much, 

I don’t really buy the paper any more. The site is better to navigate around rather than flip pages, 

and you get to argue with Guardian readers which is an enjoyable pursuit now fox-hunting 

appears to be facing a ban.”273 Another user was more disappointed:  

Dear Editor, what have you got for readers who are fed up with articles and news about 

pop and sports “stars”, have managed to sort out their sex lives and don't feel the need 

for constant titillation via the Guardian, think much of the e-world is so far a waste of 

time, and who just want good writing about serious topics? You are forcing me to follow 

numerous acquaintances (of different ages) who have gone elsewhere.274  

Despite their apparent differences both comments testified to the change that was happening 

regarding interactivity, and to content, the Unlimited websites. Another popular feature among 

users was the so-called talkboard: chat rooms and discussion forums where users had the chance 

to start conversations, step into debates and continuously review the network’s layout and 

content. These forums were only occasionally edited and moderated, in strong contrast to the 

old world of which Rusbridger speaks. Instead of pre-selecting and pre-editing comments, the 

talkboards’ moderators took affairs only when it was regarded necessary. They did require users 

to follow their talk policy. The Guardian did not tolerate personal attacks, racism, sexism, or 

homophobia, libellous information and “content that other users might find extremely offensive 

or threatening.”275 Apart from that, the Guardian wanted to base their talkboard on their old 

editor C.P. Scott’s principle. Comment remained free. This practise would define Guardian’s 
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comment and user contribution policy for many years to come. Media scholar Neil Thurman 

later discovered that no other mainstream British news website worked without pre-editing of 

comment until at least 2008.276  

Rusbridger recalls that readers started conversation threads on multiple issues daily across the 

Guardian Unlimited spectrum of topics, putting “the best and worst of humanity […] on 

display”.277 Some discarded the talk policy to full extent, bullying, stalking, trolling, and name-

calling. Rusbridger highlights discussions on the Israel/Palestine conflict as the least calm and 

rational. Others were entirely devoted in coining comprehensive communities based on shared 

interests. Many users found friends, spouses and support. Some watched television in the virtual 

company of others, discussing the show live as it aired.278 One 2001 discussion thread was titled 

‘Have the Coen brothers lost their edge?’, another read “Steven Gerrard, is there a better young 

player in England today?”279 In November 2000, Ian Mayes reported that the news talkboard 

alone had approximately 25,000 postings per week.280 In several ways, Guardian Unlimited 

talkboards managed to realise what its predecessor Shift Control had not: building an arena 

where a genuine web culture could evolve. The ceding of editorial control might have been a 

contributing factor to this. Rusbridger further argues that even though the communities of 

regular, active contributors amounted only a few thousand at the turn of the century, many of 

them developed their own “basic grammar, or (what become known as) netiquette.”281  

The comprehensive development of digital journalism and the change of dynamics between 

users and the Guardian did not go unnoticed. In his column a few weeks after the launch of 

Guardian Unlimited, Ian Mayes emphasized how the growing importance of online also 

influenced how the Guardian was produced throughout the editorial process: “By the middle 

of the year almost every journalist on the paper will have easy and immediate access to the Net 

at to the Guardian’s own sites, familiarity with which has until now been limited.”282 Digital 

development was beginning to force journalist across traditional news media to become more 

flexible and more computer literate ‘content providers’ with skills beyond simply writing 

stories. This development started to truly influence the industry some years into the future, but 
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premonitions of it could be seen by the turn of the century too. Mark Deuze argued that internet 

technology did not only turn online journalism into its own professional type of news work. It 

was also beginning to affect the newsroom itself, and how journalists worked in order to create 

and publish all types news work.283 Mayes’ observation was testifying that this happened at the 

Guardian as well.  

Nevertheless, many British journalists and other observers at the time argued that such a 

development was stretching journalists too thinly. The expectations of producing online content 

in large quantities, in various forms, and of being ever more digital in traditional news work 

too, were damaging the quality of journalism.284 Deuze noted that many contemporary 

journalists in Britain and elsewhere “felt nervous and concerned about the ‘omnipresence’ of 

the Internet on their work.”285 Another academic, Simon Cottle, had discovered through a study 

of newsrooms at the BBC, that evolution of digital technology and the internet had created an 

unrest in the newsroom, and that journalists felt threatened by the ‘immediate’ nature of said 

evolution.286 At the centre of this unrest was a perception that the expectations of being ‘multi-

skilled’ tied journalists to computers and stimulated work overload. Regarding quality of 

journalism, the interviewed BBC journalists emphasised the problem of an increasing amount 

of a so-called homogenised news form. This meant constructing the same news stories several 

times over to work with different outlets, and in different channels off- and online. This reduced, 

according to the journalists, time and effort to work of new cases and do in-depth, quality 

reporting.287 One journalist argued that it was the changing work structure the new technology 

brought, and not the technology itself, that was the reason for this. “We don’t have the time to 

be creative. It’s not that the equipment will not let us be more creative, it’s physically we don’t 

have the time to be as creative as we used to be”.288 

Others argued that it was content itself that threatened the quality of journalism. Cole and 

Harcup argue that, as newspapers were going from telling stories to providing content, the type 

of content on news websites started to divergence from what had earlier dominated the 

traditional print newspaper. This shift involved more emphasis of sport and popular culture, on 

health, fitness and lifestyle. It involved less coverage on proletarian debate and the aristocracy 
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and more on celebrities and reality TV. It also involved comment and opinion.289 And this was 

not just becoming a trait of tabloid or red-top newspaper websites, but of quality broadsheets 

too. A typical term used to describe this shift was ‘dumbing down’. This started to materialise 

mainly into the 21st century. However, one could see contours of and different views on this 

shift within the research scope of this thesis as well. According to McNair, a general critical 

view, which the Guardian Unlimited user referred to above seemed to have supported, was that 

there was too much focus on content resembling entertainment instead of ”objective 

information about issues of public importance, and adequately resourced investigative 

journalism.”290 Because of this inequitable distribution, the latter risked falling into demise. 

Mick Temple has highlighted another typical concern: that news coverage which ignores more 

serious issues “because they are too dull or too difficult to present accessibly (such as economic 

reporting), or because they lack appeal to a mass market, leads to an uninformed and apathetic 

citizenry.”291  

Alan Rusbridger was among those who were convinced of the opposite. In a lecture held at the 

Manchester Metropolitan University in April 1999, he argued that a newspaper had to reflect 

the society in which it exists, and if that people in that society were asking for a certain type of 

content, or journalism, the papers should comply too it. “[dumbing down] is a plausible way of 

describing the disenchantment of the people who either were, or missed out on being the ‘old 

elite’, with this new difficult world in which high culture and so-called low culture meet, in 

which classes blur and different voices are heard,” he argued.292 For most of the 20th century, 

Cole and Harcup argue, a typical trait of the ‘serious’ British press was that it ignored what it 

did not take seriously.293 To newspapers in that category, there was such a significant high 

culture and insignificant low culture, and popular culture usually belonged to the latter. 

Consequently, the interests and concerns of many young readers were not recognised. At the 

turn of a new millennium, Rusbridger among others, was certain that a quality broadsheet brand 

could provide both quality journalism and e.g. entertainment or popular culture content without 

damaging the former. He believed that Guardian Unlimited could attract users who wanted 

either, or both:  
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This is not C.P. Snow294 land, where there’s a high culture and there’s a low culture and 

you’re interested in one or the other. Most of our readers have the capacity to think more 

broadly than that. They want to know about the single currency and they would feel 

cheated if the Guardian didn't give them that. But they also want to know about Liam 

Gallagher and Patsy Kensit. It's very dangerous to get into the mindset that there are 

broadsheet subjects and tabloid subjects. What there has to be is a unity of tone, and 

that's how you define broadsheet values.295 

Long-standing Guardian journalist Derek Brown, on his end, was convinced that technological 

development was not damaging the quality of journalism to any dramatic extent. In 2001, with 

an eye to that year’s United Kingdom general election, he argued that readers still needed 

newspapers to sort out relevant information from the irrelevant. The election had significant 

amounts of online coverage, and not only from newspapers. Many candidates created their own 

websites, hoping to attract the attention of possible voters. On the various media and political 

sites, voters could find statistics, complete party manifestoes, candidate profiles, speeches and 

statements.296 But that was part of the problem, Brown argued. To many users, as Harold Lind 

noted, the endlessness of information that the web enabled often resulted in ‘information 

overload.’ Brown referred to a report carried out by Industrial Society, which had discovered 

that “voters feel both politically overloaded and under-informed.”297 The vastness of 

information, statements and observations that was distributed and created on British newspaper 

websites during the 2001 election campaign made sifting through it extremely difficult. 

According to Yochai Benkler, many critics of the internet’s influence on the quality of 

journalism, agreed that information overload was a comprehensive issue and a pressing reason 

for its demise.298 Brown did not believe this. In line with the Times argument provided above, 

he argued that the newspaper, whether printed or online, had an important role to filter out 

information from that overload. Even though the internet changed the ways journalism was 

provided, he contended that “we will still need decent journalism, even if it disseminated in 

new ways.”299  
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Was the surge of user-generated content on Guardian Unlimited then, damaging the quality of 

journalism? In a chat session with Rusbridger, a user wondered whether the Guardian 

newspaper ultimately would go out of business because of the website. Or, she continued, was 

there some quality about newspapers that would assure their survival? In his memoir, 

Rusbridger admits that he, too, was questioning the implications of digital developments, and 

of giving users the ability to post and utter anything, if feeling to do so. “We had managed for 

200 years to produce newspapers without giving much thought to whether readers wanted to 

meet each other or hold conversations. Weren’t we losing sight of our main function: to find 

stuff out and publish it?”300 When replying to the said reader in 2000, he claimed that “there is 

something irreplaceable and valuable about print on paper. Is that very different from, say, 

electronic ink on plastic paper?” The Guardian was at the “mercy of technology”, he 

proclaimed. The newspaper tried to cope with this reality by putting “the Guardian on every 

platform so that you can read it on paper, TV, palm pilot, WAP phone or wherever.”301 That 

apparently included breaking the long tradition of “one-way communication”. If technology 

starts to allow more interactivity, Rusbridger believes that it is a mistake not to adjust journalism 

accordingly.302 Breaking one-way communication seemed to be such an adjustment. 

The Guardian’s talkboards were dominated by the users, and according to Rusbridger many 

users had developed a strong community. Simon Waldman told in a 2002 interview that he saw 

a potential of building such a community online when developing Guardian Unlimited.303 

However, Derek Brown had a quite different view of the talkboard communities. In his journal 

article he argued that the internet was essentially a solitary pastime. He did not believe that 

user-generated content had much effect on the quality of the Guardian’s journalism: 

Even those sad folk who inhabit talk-boards and chatrooms and clutter the screen with 

their ungrammatical and horribly misspelled ramblings, are for the most part doing so 

in their own company. They may feel themselves part of a community, but it is a 

community of individuals who rarely if ever meet, whose only common interest is an 

apparently insatiable hunger for information.304 
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British-American technology writer Andrew Keen has supported this view: “Guardian 

Unlimited has anonymous message boards littered with uninformed, unregulated, reader-

generated opinions.”305 The views of Brown and Keen can be debated. For instance, when 

Rusbridger, during the writing process of his memoir, asked people that used the talkboard at 

the time of Guardian Unlimited to share their view, many confirmed his ideas of culture and 

community. In a discussion forum Rusbridger visited in 2017, a respondent claimed “My ten 

or so closest friends now I met on GU. I see some of them nearly daily, have got jobs with them, 

been bridesmaid, am [sic] godparent.”306 On Twitter, one replied that the talkboards had 

resulted in one marriage and two babies.307 When the Guardian announced the shutdown of its 

talkboards in 2011, one member of the audience argued that the talk-boards were “social 

networking before Zuckerberg was a Harvard freshman”.308  

In a study of talkboard discussions on the UK general election in 2001, social scientist Roman 

Winkler argued that the general contemporary view of political discussion on the internet was 

that discussion dominance overshadowed problem solving. “People talk past one another, when 

they are not verbally attacking each other.”309 Guardian Unlimited’s talkboard, on the other 

hand showed the opposite: “Political ideas and opinions could be articulated, exchanged and 

negotiated. Given the empirical findings, I conclude that despite ‘uncivil interaction’ on the 

Internet there is also rational discussion taking place, which is proofed by the messages on the 

Elections 2001 talkboard.”310 Despite their popularity, Rusbridger asserts that there were no 

good ways of monetising the Guardian’s talk-boards. However, he argues that the editorial staff 

learned much about their readers through examining their interaction with their journalism and 

each other. Interacting with the readers became “a useful way of testing anything we proposed 

to do.” The talk-boards later inspired the establishment of “Comment Is Free”, an opinion 
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section of the Guardian website with the stated aim to provide “an open-ended space for debate, 

dispute, argument and agreement.”311  

5.3 Global prospects 

Despite the accomplishments of Guardian Unlimited, by the new millennium the Guardian 

Media Group’s newspaper division continued to lose money as the world stepped into a new 

millennium. According to communications scholar Neil Thurman virtually all British news 

websites ran at a lost during their first decade.312 In a 2002 interview about Guardian Unlimited, 

Simon Waldman admitted said that “it’s not that easy a business to run”.313 Between 1995 and 

2000, the Guardian had invested £18 million in digital experimentation and development. Yet, 

Rusbridger do argue that this still was a modest amounts compared to others.314 Thurman noted 

that, as of 2005, that “BBC News On-line has an annual budget of £18 million a year.”315 Worth 

noting, by 2005 the landscape of online news had dramatically changed (this is explained 

below), and most news actors spent significantly more on their websites then than in early 2001. 

Because news websites were generally kept open and free of charge, the single most important 

source of revenue was, in addition to classified markets, online advertisement. Rusbridger 

recalls that at the beginning of the 21st century, the commercial manager of the Guardian Media 

Group called for a break onto an international stage. If the Guardian managed to reach a global 

market of English-speaking audiences “we might stand a chance of acquiring significant 

advertisers.”316 One particular event that year brought significant change to the news online 

news industry.  

The attack on World Trade Center in New York in September 2001 stands out as a threshold 

event in the history of online journalism. According to Stuart Allan, editors and news managers, 

both offline and online across the world, were caught completely off guard by the incident, 

which brought a rapid boom of demand caused by audiences desperate to find information about 

it.317 American news website that used to expect a few hundred thousand page impressions per 
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hour, were suddenly experiencing millions. CNN, usually having 14 million impressions a day, 

reported as much as 162 million on September 11th alone.318 Many sites, Allan noted, was so 

besieged by user demand that they quickly crashed and became virtually inaccessible. Google, 

having noticed the overwhelming pressure by millions of users, posted a message on its 

homepage advising audiences to turn to radio and television for information instead.319 

Many American citizens started to turn to foreign publications for more information. In Britain, 

the BBC experienced millions of hits, but did not manage to stay online throughout the day.320 

The Guardian, on the other hand, did. Throughout the day, Guardian Unlimited received half 

a million page impressions. Most of these visitors were from the United States and elsewhere. 

Rusbridger argues that September 11th was “an object lesson in how news knew no national 

boundaries.”321 In one of his weekly columns a few weeks after September 11th, Ian Mayes 

stated that the change of users was noteworthy. Over the couple of days after the event, the 

Guardian staff collectively received thousands of e-mail messages from readers. A significant 

part of those were American. After having written a comment that suggested a connection 

between recent US foreign policy and the attack, one journalist received more than two 

thousand e-mails. The comment was called “They can’t see why they are hated.” Many 

commentators, Mayes argued, were highly critical of the views expressed in the comment. 

Others argued that publishing at that moment was too soon. One particular e-mail read: “the 

hatred felt towards Americans in this article made me want to vomit. By the way, I’m one of 

the nurses working on these patients. I’ll be sure to tell the victims and their families that what 

happened was their fault, because they’re Americans.”322 According to Mayes, the vast number 

of e-mail response gave the Guardian a “graphic reminder that writers in the Guardian no longer 

address only a generally sympathetic domestic constituency.”323 Some foreign e-mails did 

support, and even praise the Guardian’s coverage of the attack. One read: “I am an American 

who fears, more than any terrorist, the apparently fierce determination among many Americans 

to remain ignorant about what lay behind this tragedy.”324 Another argued that the Guardian 

had “escaped the biases of the American press.”325 
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For the most part of 2001, Guardian Unlimited had approximately 30 million page impressions 

each month. In September, traffic rose to 42 million, and then to 53 million in October.326 In 

her interview with Online Journalism Review, Emily Bell argued that many users who remained 

of Guardian Unlimited were from outside Britain after the September 11th exactly because of 

their liberal view on political issues. “And we encourage [readers] to talk about it on our talk-

boards -- which is something else that a lot of the other online publishers, including the BBC, 

do, but not in quite as free a way as we do it.”, she continued. As noted above, the Guardian 

Unlimited was at the time the only British news site that did not pre-moderate comment and 

discussion. Stuart Allan states that Guardian Unlimited’s new international readership included 

500,000 American regular readers.327 

September 11th was also ‘good news’ to advocates of traditional newspaper journalism, at the 

Guardian and elsewhere. On September 12th, the ten major national British daily newspapers 

collectively sold 2.5 million extra copies. The Guardian sold more printed copies on this date 

than in its entire history. 328 The attack on the World Trade Centre had dominated television, 

radio and news websites for the better part of 20 hours, but still many newspapers sold out. In 

an Observer column Peter Preston, the Guardian’s former editor, made a case for the resilience 

of the printed press. “Nobody in Fleet Street can remember a surge of sales to match the one 

which followed the suicide attacks”, he argued.329 Peter Beaumont, foreign affairs editor of the 

Observer, argued that the sale of newspapers after the event proved that “real news” was just 

as alluring as “frothy showbiz.” He called for the return of “the old-fashioned, down-and-dirty 

news reporter”, who he considered prioritised by editors in smaller extent than the “celebrity 

writer during the whole celeb fixation thing”330. Piers Morgan, editor of the Mirror had a similar 

views, arguing that after September 11th was a change of perspectives for many print 

newspapers, which lately had been overwhelmed by entertainment and reality TV. “There is a 

sudden and prolonged hunger for serious news and information (…) [readers] are turning to 

newspapers to give them even more news and information rather than the light entertainment 

that seemed so important in August,” Morgan proclaimed.331 A third Guardian observer, Roy 
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Greenslade, argued that September 11th reminded newspapers of their indispensable journalistic 

role “to report, to inform, to analyse, to comment, to bring us the news.”332 Printed papers 

managed to do this, he argued, far better than other media, including news websites. Only by 

reading newspapers, audience could truly “know more and understand more”. To Greenslade, 

it did not matter that television could show moving images or that “the electronic super 

highway” could transmit words and images within seconds. 

Notwithstanding, September 11th affected the web of sites to the largest extent. In an October 

2001 column, Ian Mayes explained that Guardian Unlimited’s content received significant 

response from Arab and Muslim communities in adition to Western. According to Mayes, 

Muslim writers had been given a chance to voice their opinion at Guardian Unlimited too.333 

Mayes cited his editor, who acknowledged that though the new readership was hardly going to 

affect the Guardian’s liberal values and journalistic approach, it was likely to change their 

perspective on international coverage. “Once you are aware of this international dimension you 

can’t help but think a little more internationally and be a little less anglocentric.”334 In late 2001, 

further investment was initiated and Guardian Unlimited was relaunched in order to focus more 

on international coverage outside Britain to better serve users across the world. This seemed to 

be the case for other British newspapers as well. In October, Guardian journalist Matt Welles 

reported that British press had enganged in total placed 80 aditional reporters and photographers 

to be stationed abroad.335 In the aftermath of September 11th, one reader wrote to the Guardian 

saying “I hope the Guardian will continue to provide a forum for different opinions and world 

views. It is important to keep channels of communication and understanding open.”336 The 

relaunch of Guardian Unlimited included an extension of service and a streamlining of 

commentary features. Today, this strategy is reflected in the Guardian’s international editions 

and foreign offices. 
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6. Conclusion 

6.1 All caught in the net 

In 1993, journalists across the world were beginning to notice something called the information 

highway, the infobahn, or the internet. Some acted rather immediately and established working 

online news sites within a year. Others held back and started to tinker with different projects 

and to discuss how their traditional, psychical publication could work in a new digital world. 

By the turn of the century, many journalists in Britain and elsewhere had begun to work with 

and on the internet. In this thesis I have analysed this early period of internet journalism. The 

primary objective has been to discover when newspapers started to consider online journalism 

as not only a new way of doing business, but as a completely new genre of journalism. I have 

examined one particular British newspaper’s venture into online journalism and asked what 

kind of changes that carried with it. 

The story of this venture can be divided into three periods. The Guardian truly started to “go 

digital” in 1995, when a team of developers called the New Media Lab, received the task of 

creating a strategy for success in this new world. During its first year the team discussed a large 

number of ideas and designed a few of them. The first website under the Guardian’s domain 

was called Go2, and contained writings on computers, science and technology. Because the 

newspaper, and what it contained, was the most important product, digital innovation was not 

prioritised by the Guardian to a significant extent during this first period. Many other 

newspapers that developed websites quickly, shared this view, and published thus nothing short 

of a digital duplicate of their print edition. The NML had decided that this was an imprudent 

strategy, arguing instead that the online Guardian should be an extended part of the newspaper 

that was designed to work on the new medium, but not distribute the original product without 

restriction. The discussion of whether or not the Guardian should be published online in its 

entirety, was central in this period. 

In the second period, several web projects under the Guardian’s name were launched. In the 

summer of 1996 Eurosoccer.com, a website developed to cover the European football 

championship, proved that journalistic work indeed had a place on the web. That autumn an 

ambitious webzine called Shift Control was, on the other hand, a failure and shut down after 

just one year in service. It did nevertheless lay an important foundation for further development 

and especially in regard to user’s contribution. The same autumn, the Guardian’s job 
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advertisement portal RecruitNet was launched online. Despite these efforts, the gradual venture 

into online journalism did not go without discontent. Many critics believed that the strengthened 

focus on web publishing was going to damage the quality of journalism. To many, more 

conservative staff members of the Guardian, those working online were considered lesser 

journalists. The online-working and print-working parts of the staff were separated, not least in 

a physical sense, for several years. Alan Rusbridger, the Guardian’s editor at the time attempted 

to build a bridge between the two by moving staff members with more newspaper experience 

into the New Media Lab. The new team received a new mission: to develop a proper website 

under the Guardian’s domain. Events like the death of Princess Diana showed that demand for 

coverage online was a fact.  

The third period was defined by the launch of the network of websites called Guardian 

Unlimited, which concluded the newspaper’s venture into the digital world. The network 

included sites for sports, entertainment, jobs, and news. It quickly rose to become the market 

leader, attracting over two million unique users each month. Guardian Unlimited experienced 

a further surge in its readership when a large number of new users came in the wake of the 

attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon in September 2001. This marked the 

beginning of the Guardian’s transition into a news organisation with a transnational coverage 

area and reach. 

The Guardian’s and other newspapers’ venture into online journalism did not unfold without 

implications for the journalists. In this thesis I have argued that the emerge of online journalism 

brought two types of changes. I have applied a range of perspectives on media convergence and 

studies of change in the sector. In the case of the Guardian, its archival records have given 

explanatory insights. First, it drastically changed the way journalism was provided and what it 

looked like. Traditional media actors had been separated by the boundaries of their respective 

media. With the internet, they all had the possibility of making online journalism, which new 

was the convergence of all traditional media. On the web, a newspaper was no longer limited 

to text and pictures, and neither was it confined to the physical space of its printed pages. The 

World Wide Web became both a source of information and a space for publishing. One of the 

most important tools provided by internet technology was the ability to link different websites 

through hypertext. This allowed news providers to provide larger amounts and different types 

of information previously impossible. Guardian Unlimited contained text and pictures, videos 

and tools for live communication among users and between users and journalists. Online 

journalism was, in stark contrast to traditional print journalism, interactive. As online 
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journalism grew, newspapers were becoming increasingly more interactive. The rise of online 

journalism also changed media workers’ control of news and information. While the journalists 

had long had a role as a gatekeeper, she was now becoming more of a guide. 

Second, online journalism changed the strategic language within newsrooms, and how 

newspapers regarded themselves and what they provided. Readers were becoming users, as 

online journalism was not read, but viewed, listened to, and interacted with. Moreover, users 

demanded a different type of information online than in a newspaper. As both online news 

consumption and the amounts of available information grew, users tended to scan more often 

rather than reading content in its entirety. Stories, articles, columns, ads, bulletins, etc. were all 

becoming content on the internet. So were interactive chat rooms, comment sections, and news 

agency copy. The Guardian, the Times, the Telegraph were ceasing to be mere newspapers and 

started to be news brands, offering a range of different media services. Accordingly, while the 

accuracy of a newspaper was considered a virtue in the old world, online journalism stimulated 

a strengthened importance of trust of the brand.  

This thesis has shown that the implications of online journalism were also a controversial topic. 

Many critics in the British quality press did not only expect the decline of traditional journalism. 

They criticised the growing focus on content previously irrelevant to broadsheet newspaper 

production, such as entertainment and celebrities. Rusbridger was among those sure that online 

users had a wider field of interest than previous newspaper readers, and that news website could 

manage to provide something for all tastes. Another concern was that the information overload 

of the internet would result in disorientation and misinformation. Others argued, on the other 

hand, that going online was neither the end of print nor was it dooming quality journalism. 

Newspapers could and should be the guides and the information sieves that helped consumers 

sorting out relevant information from the overload.  

The Guardian’s venture into online journalism at the begging of a new millennium, took it from 

being the ninth most-read print newspaper to the single most used newspaper website in Britain. 

Over the next decades, the internet would become increasingly more important in the 

publishing, consumption, and usage of content. In the new millennium online journalism was 

becoming – simply journalism. The users, the journalists, and indeed the Guardian, were all 

caught in the net. 
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